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SUMMARY 

Conservation International (CI) supports a number of ongoing initiatives in the Mamberamo area of 
Papua.  The principal aims are to strengthen biodiversity conservation and environmental 
management and facilitate the creation of a ‘Mamberamo Biodiversity Conservation Corridor’, 
which links currently established protected areas through strategically placed ‘indigenous forest 
reserves’.  Two primary requirements are 1) to find suitable means to allow local communities to 
participate in decision-making processes, and 2) capacity building of locally based researchers to 
assist in planning and developing this program. The MLA training reported here is designed to build 
capacity and assess options and opportunities within this context.   

The Centre for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) has developed methods for assessing 
'what really matters' to communities living in tropical forest landscapes. Known as the 
Multidisciplinary Landscape Assessment or ‘MLA' (see http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/mla), this 
approach enhances understanding amongst conservation and development practitioners, policy 
makers and forest communities.  Information yielded through the MLA can identify where local 
communities’ interests and priorities might converge (or conflict) with conservation and sustainable 
development goals. CIFOR's MLA methods have already been applied in Indonesia (East 
Kalimantan), Bolivia and Cameroon. 

Based on its focus on the Mamberamo, CI requested CIFOR to provide training in the MLA 
methods to a group of trainees selected by CI.  These training activities, undertaken in three 
phases including a month-long field survey in two villages in the Mamberamo (Papasena-I and 
Kwerba) and the trainees initial efforts to summarize and evaluate the resulting data, are the main 
subjects of this report. 

The training  
Trainees, all based in Papua, included alumni, students and teaching staff from UNIPA (Universitas 
Negeri Papua, Manokwari, specialized in agronomy and soil sciences), alumni, students and 
teaching staff from UNCEN (Universitas Cenderawasih, Jayapura, more specialized in social 
sciences), as well as government staff from the Badan Pengendalian Dampak Lingkungan Daerah 
(BAPEDALDA), the provincial environmental impact monitoring agency  and the Balai Konservasi 
Sumber Daya Alam Papua I (BKSDA, Jayapura), the conservation agency.  

Trainers included Douglas Sheil, Imam Basuki, Meilinda Wan, Manuel Boissiere, Nining Liswanti, 
and Miriam van Heist from CIFOR’s Environmental Services Program, and Ismail Rachman, 
botanist with LIPI (Herbarium Bogoriense).  

Training took place in three distinct phases: 

Phase 1 

Theoretical training at Waena (Jayapura), 9 – 20 May 2004  
This training ensured a common understanding of the MLA approach and its methods. Some 21 
persons successfully completed this training, including two staff from CI.  Three individuals did not 
continue to Phase 2 of the training.  
 

Phase 2  

Field training at Kwerba and Papasena-I, Mamberamo, 1 – 29 July 2004 
This practical part of the training took place in two villages; Kwerba and Papasena-I, in the districts 
Mamberamo Tengah and Mamberamo Hulu, respectively.  Twenty trainees (including two each 
from CI and CIFOR) were divided into two teams, one for each village.  Trainers divided time 
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between the two locations and moved between sites (swapping over twice) to assist the trainees.  
Separate MLA surveys were satisfactorily completed in each of the two villages.  The local 
communities in both villages understood the basic goals of these surveys and were supportive and 
appreciative of the work and hope to work with CI in the future.     
 
Phase 3  

Data handling and analysis training at Bogor, Java, 14 - 24 September 2004 
This phase involved data inputting, management, checking, summary and analysis.  Eighteen 
trainees, including two CI staff, as well as two CIFOR (trainers/trainees) gained experience with 
MS-Excel, MS-Access, data management and information summary and interpretation.  The 
results from these initial summaries, and recommendations made by the trainees, are presented in 
this report. Some local press coverage was given. 
 
Overall success  

All goals, deliverables and outputs stipulated in the contract between CI and CIFOR (see Chapter 
2) have been achieved:   

The training was a success: people worked hard, in difficult circumstances. By the end, all 
participants displayed a high level of understanding and ability regarding the principles and 
practicalities of the methods and their application. The trainees were enthusiastic and interested in 
further opportunities.   

Local people were ultimately enthusiastic about the activity too.  This was by no means a trivial 
achievement as people are inherently suspicious and wary of outsiders.  Local communities in both 
villages expressed an interest and eagerness in a continued relationship with CI.  Trust was built 
with men as well as women, old and young, and people expect and hope CI to follow up on these 
initial activities.   

In more general terms, the exercise built trust and understanding through cooperation amongst all 
the main stakeholders (villagers, CI, trainees, CIFOR, LIPI).  Ultimately this provides the basis for 
further engagement and lays the foundation for a cooperative mechanism that appropriately 
includes local stakeholders.   

Both teams successfully adapted and applied the full range of MLA methods in both villages.  Each 
team managed to carry out all scoring exercises with four  focus groups, two for women and two for 
men.   

The MLA methods seem well suited to the Mamberamo and can be replicated there.  Some 
specific adaptations were made during work in the two villages, and further minor modifications 
could be considered based on local conditions.  

A total of 32 field samples were collected in the two villages.  Several hundred plant specimens 
were collected. Provisional herbarium work indicates that much of this material is of previously little 
known taxa. 

Each team managed to sample one or more sites for each major landscape unit that local people 
had identified. Additional effort was directed to gathering supplementary samples in forest outside 
of plots. 

Considerable data on many poorly known taxa, and taxa of recognized conservation significance, 
were collected and, after expert taxonomic review, should provide the basis for future publication.  
A comprehensive database of these results is being developed and will be shared on-line.  Such 
data corroborate the biodiversity importance of the Mamberamo. 

Comprehensive soil evaluations (including laboratory analyses) have been completed providing the 
first ever technical basis for evaluating economic land-use options in this region. 
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The MLA activities appear on target to substantially facilitate and contribute to the achievement of 
larger CI’s Mamberamo initiatives.   

Key local sites, species and resources and local conservation concerns and priorities were 
identified and described in both villages.  Many of these would be suitable targets for a Sustainable 
Use Options Plan. 

Many analyses require finalized taxonomic data—this cannot be achieved to the deadline 
stipulated in the contact for this work.  However, a large number of evaluations and overviews are 
already possible. The results provided in this report draw primarily on the results generated by the 
trainees (in the third phase of training): this allows us to showcase the skills and understanding they 
have gained.   

A large number of specific conclusions and recommendations are provided.  Some relate to 
specific priority issues requiring recognition, and some are suggestions for follow-up activities.   
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Acronyms 
 
BAPEDALDA  Badan Pengendalian Dampak Lingkungan Daerah  
BKSDA  Balai Konservasi Sumber Daya Alam  
CI Conservation International 
CIFOR The Center for International Forestry Research 
GPS Global Positioning System 
LIPI Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia 
MLA Multidisciplinary Landscape Assessment 
NGO Non Governmental Organisation 
RAP Rapid Assessment Program 
UNCEN Universitas Cenderawasih, Jayapura 
UNIPA   Universitas Negeri Papua, Manokwari 
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The MLA approach 
The MLA is a method that determines what is important in terms of landscape, environmental 
services, species, etc, to local communities, from the perspective of those communities. This 
information is of benefit to planners and decision-makers who may not have the resources to 
assimilate stand-alone datasets (on biodiversity, for example) into a holistic planning scenario.  
Information yielded through the MLA can also identify where local communities’ interests and 
priorities might converge or conflict with conservation and sustainable development priorities.  

Important in the context of the Mamberamo work are the side benefits that accrue from conducting 
these surveys.  Namely, this exercise builds trust and relationships through cooperation, and builds 
capacity through training in the background and use of the methods and through conducting the 
survey itself. Ultimately this provides the basis for further engagement and lays the foundation for a 
cooperative mechanism that appropriately includes local stakeholders.   

1.2 Cooperation between CI, CIFOR and LIPI  
The MLA training is a joint activity by CI-Papua and CIFOR, with technical support from LIPI 
(Herbarium Bogoriense).  The collaboration was seeded in 2001 when Douglas Sheil presented 
some of the MLA work (from Kalimantan) at an international workshop in Thailand attended by Jim 
Peters from CI.  This led to a great deal of discussion and correspondence over the next two years 
focused on how the approach might be useful to CI, especially for the development of a 
conservation program in Papua.  Douglas Sheil also gave a presentation to CI Jakarta in 2002.   

A year later, CI requested CIFOR to jointly develop a project to build capacity in Papua for carrying 
out MLA type exercises. For CIFOR, this request was a welcome opportunity to see the methods 
applied for ‘real’ conservation planning, i.e. to 1) respond to a real demand and 2) to have a real 
impact on the ground.  For both these reasons CIFOR found it strategic and important to support 
this activity. A program was developed that included three phases: a theoretical training, a field 
training and an analysis phase. The support for the necessary expertise in training and conducting 
the initial MLA is being partly funded through a grant from CI to CIFOR, and partly by internal core 
support to CIFOR (the European Commission). The following section details the objectives and 
output spelled out in the contract. 

LIPI helped CIFOR develop the MLA methods (CIFOR has an MOU with LIPI).  LIPI (Pak Eko 
Baroto Walujo and Pak Ismail Rachman from Herbarium Bogoriense) were enthusiastic to assist CI 
and CIFOR with capacity building in Papua, especially in handling plant specimens. 

1.3 Contractual requirements 

Objectives and deliverables  

As stated in the contract: 

The primary goal was to build the capacity of CI and local stakeholders to implement the MLA 
approach in the Mamberamo area (and elsewhere). 

To gain and build the trust of local communities. 

To tailor the MLA method to provide local level information that provincial and regional planners 
need to improve capacity for development needs across the region. 
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To identify key local sites, species and resources and identify local conservation concerns and 
priorities. 

To help to facilitate a cooperative mechanism to establish a sustainable process in which local 
stakeholders utilize their practical experience and capacity, and strengthen their participation in 
natural resources management and conservation governance practices. 

To identify possible environmental impacts that current livelihood activities have on the existing 
biodiversity there.  

To bolster information on the Mamberamo’s biodiversity importance.  

To identify useful follow-up activities for consideration. 

Primary Deliverables 

Trained people: a target of 20 trainees including staff and students from UNCEN and UNIPA, and 
civil servants from local/provincial government. Two local communities familiar and sympathetic to 
overall study goals. 

Data generated: paper copies and database.  

Final Report on the process and interpretation of the results of MLA.  This document shall reiterate 
the previous preliminary results in the form of a comprehensive, detailed report of activities 
undertaken and an evaluation of accomplishments/successes under this Agreement. This report 
will, as far as is possible, and reasonable, include description of the training achieved and final data 
analyses from the information and samples collected during the field work. 

Additional Outputs 

Information on what specific local communities consider important in terms of landscape, species, 
environmental services, etc.  

Information useful in the development of a Sustainable Use Options Plan 

Indications of where (thematically, spatially) conservation priorities (protected area ’enhancement’, 
particular species conservation) and local aspirations are similar (or different) 

An MLA method that is tailored to the Mamberamo and can be replicated there  

A trained team whose members can conduct MLA studies in the Mamberamo. 

Additional data to support the contention of the biodiversity importance of the Mamberamo 

1.4 Mamberamo 
This section draws on CI’s online information resources (especially, Richards and Suryadi 2002)1  

Geography 

The Mamberamo Basin encompasses a vast region of 7.8 million ha and covers most of the 
northern watershed of western New Guinea.  Elevation ranges from 5,030 meters on Mt. 
Jayawijaya, and from 2,193 meters in the Foja Mountains, down to sea level.  Annual rainfall is 
                                                      
1 Richards, S. J. and S. Suryadi (eds). 2002. A Biodiversity Assessment of Yongsu - Cyclops Mountains and the Southern 
Mamberamo Basin, Papua, Indonesia. RAP Bulletin of Biological Assessment 25. CI, Washington, DC, USA. 
See http://www.papuaweb.org/dlib/jr/ngtebd/10.pdf and 
http://www.biodiversityscience.org/xp/CABS/research/rap/terrestrial_rap/terrestrap.xmlb 
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around 3000 mm (at 70 m above sea level), and mean daily temperature is around 26˚C supporting 
a rich tropical forest vegetation throughout the lowlands.  Much of the flatter lowlands are subjected 
to seasonal flooding.  The region has an extremely low human population2 and more than 90 
percent remains forested or in natural cover.  

The major rivers in the Basin combine to a total length over 1000 km;  the Taritatu/Idenburg is 
around 467 km long, the Tariku/Rouffaer is about 327 km and the Mamberamo itself is about 283 
km long (source CI-GIS unit).  The two villages where the practical MLA training took place, Kwerba 
and Papasena-I, are located near to where these three main rivers meet (see Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1.  The location of the Mamberamo Raya Basin (see inset- top right for Papua, western
Guinea) and the two study villages Kwerba and Papasena-I. 

 

 New 

The upper Tariku/Rouffaer branch rises at elevations above 4000 m in the Nassau Range 
dirman), with most of this headwater drainage feeding into rivers that follow the 

Derewo Fault Zone.  The Taritatu/Idenburg River rises in poorly mapped 

r craft 
r level is high enough. The absence of dams and lack of significant agricultural 

ent along its lowland floodplains marks the Mamberamo as one of the few near pristine 

                                                     

(Pegunungan Su
east-west strike of the 
country north of Puncak Mandala (4700 m), one of the highest peaks in Papua. It is an area of 
fractured karst topography with many structurally controlled drainages such as the Kloof, Borme 
and Sobger rivers which form incised, reticulate networks with the main trend of flow toward the 
northwest. Beyond Huluatas the Taritatu/Idenburg flows across the flat Meervlakte Basin in sinuous 
bends for nearly 200 km, receiving several major south bank tributaries. Most notable is the Van 
de(r) Wal, which drains the eastern limb of the Derewo Fault Zone and contains Lake Archbold in 
its upper reaches.  

Beyond the confluence of the Tariku/Rouffaer and the Taritatu/Idenburg, the Mamberamo turns 
abruptly northward, flowing for 175 km to the coast on the northeast margin of Cenderawasih Bay. 
The lower reaches of the river pass through a deep gorge separating the Van Rees and Foja 
Mountain ranges, and punctuated by several sets of rapids, which are navigable by smalle
if the wate
developm
major tropical rivers remaining in the world. In addition, the associated Meervlakte Basin and 
Mamberamo Delta represent some of the largest existing undisturbed tropical wetland systems.  

 
2 One estimate places the number of residents at around 7,000 inhabitants - Indonesian Public Statistics, 1995.
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Accessibility 

There are two ways to reach the interior of this region from Jayapura, the provincial capital: one o
the weekly or bi-weekly ships from Jayapura along the coast to Trimuris, and then further up the

n 
 

ngboat to Kasonaweja, the capital of Mamberamo Tengah district. This trip takes 
. The other way is by small plane from Sentani, with one of the mission operated 

s very expensive.  
iver is low, and dangerous rapids appear at three 

len) 

ound the Mamberamo River, and small-scale agriculture. Some communities are 
gaharu 

ps 
ral 

gious 

 

(http://home.snafu.de/watchin/Mamberamo.htm). 

There is some confusion as to the number and extent of protected areas in and around the 
e 

d 

ader 
decision of the Ministry of Forestry, mention is made of declaration of an extension to the 

 Reserve (1,000,000 hectares).  The former proposed Sungai Rouffaer 
Wildlife Reserve (310,000 hectares) appears to fall within these protected areas. Located in the 

r 

uineae (as well as the saltwater crocodile C. porosus).  
Management of these protected areas has yet to be implemented on the ground.  

s 
ted in 

ng company conducted mineral 
exploration activities in the Doorman River catchment and surrounding regions but no biological 
collections were made, and no subsequent mining activity was pursued in the region. Little was 

Mamberamo by lo
about three days
flight services (e.g. Advent, AMA, Tariku, Yajasi).  Flights take around one hour (i.e. to Dabra, 
Sikari, Kasonaweja), but may be cancelled due to poor weather conditions.   

Communication between villages is by boat (with outboard motor or oars).  Fuel i
During the dry season, from June to October, the r
locations, where the river narrows: near Sikari (Batavia), just downstream from Kwerba (Ediva
and close to Kasonaweja (Marina Valen).  These rapids are dangerous and limit river traffic. 

People 

The majority of Mamberamo communities are still involved in subsistence hunting, gathering, 
fishing in and ar
exploring other income sources, such as commercial crocodile hunting and collection of 
(also known as eaglewood or agarwood internationally; probably from Aquilaria sp or Gyrino
sp;).  In general, local communities still depend strongly on their land and the surrounding natu
resource base. Local cultures are strong, though Christianity has largely replaced local reli
practices.  Languages are diverse, though many people can speak at least some Indonesian.  
  
Legal status 

Documentation for the Mamberamo region is remarkably scarce.  According to one source, the 
Mamberamo watershed can be divided in four official land use planning categories: Production
forest  31.6%; Conversion forest  29.6%; Protected forest  29.6%; Others: 1.4% 

Mamberamo catchment, however the majority of information sources indicate that there are thre
official protected areas in the basin:  the Mamberamo-Foja Wildlife Reserve, a Mamberamo-Foja 
extension and the Jayawijaya Wildlife Reserve (800,000 hectares). Maps exist on paper but they 
are of coarse resolution and it is unclear to what extent if any, boundaries have been demarcate
on the ground. 

The Indonesian government (Ministry of Agriculture) declared the 1,018,000 hectare Suaka 
Margasatwa Mamberamo-Foja (Wildlife Reserve) in 1982. In 1999, included within a bro

Mamberamo-Foja Wildlife

middle of the Mamberamo Basin, the elevation of these reserves ranges from sea level up to ove
2,100 meters. Both areas were designated to protect representative ecosystems of Papua’s distinct 
northern lowlands, the Foja mountain flora and fauna, and the nesting sites of the endemic New 
Guinea crocodile, Crocodylus novaeg

Prior expeditions 

Kremer’s expedition of 1920 (in the Dabra area and adjacent mountains) generated a botanical 
account, including a map of the region, by Lam (1945).  The 3rd Archbold Expedition in 1938 wa
the most significant scientific exploration ever conducted in the Mamberamo Basin and resul
several publications.  In 1995, the P.T. Freeport Indonesia mini
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known of the overall natural history of the area prior to CI’s RAP survey in 2000 which was the first 
expedition to make systematic biological collections from this region in half a century.   

Global significance  

Containing an estimated fifty percent of Indonesia's biodiversity, Papua has been called t
great rainforest wilderness in Indonesia. The province's range of elevations (from sea level to th

he last 
e 

highest mountains in the Asia-Pacific region) helps to create an extraordinary array of ecosystems, 

’s 

r 
le responsible for managing and conserving Papua’s natural 

resources have a tremendous need for biological information. 

s to 
f the 

9 reptile and 
amphibian species; 650 bird species; 250 freshwater fish species; 150,000 insect species; and 

y 
world 

uinea Island). CI’s ‘Wilderness Areas’ are described as “areas that 
are the largest remaining tracts of pristine tropical forest on Earth."  The workshop recommended 

 a 

me. 

e 
e.  

. 
 

the Riflebird); Bowerbirds; Catbirds; globally 
threatened species such as the Salvadori’s Fig Parrot, Victoria Crowned Pigeon, Northern 
Cassowary and the Bat Hawk.   

Mamberamo is especially noted for a number of local endemic birds, such as Brass’s Friarbird 
(Philemon brassi )3 and Golden-fronted Bowerbird (Amblyornis flavifrons), Salvadori’s Fig-Parrot 
                                                     

biodiversity, and endemic species.   

Papua’s forests have until recently escaped the devastating extent of logging typical of Indonesia
western provinces. However, between 1993 and 1997, forest cover in Papua decreased from 
ninety percent to eighty percent. Loss of forest due to logging, transmigration, plantation agriculture, 
mining, oil and gas operations, and infrastructure projects associated with human settlement and 
roads threatens to destroy much of Papua’s unique biological heritage. Increasing pressure fo
development means that peop

Though biological data are few, experts at the Irian Jaya Biodiversity Conservation Priority-Setting 
Workshop 1997(convening a large and comprehensive group of local and international expert
identify and map out biodiversity priority areas in Papua) cited the tremendous biodiversity o
province to include 20,000 to 25,000 plant species; 164 mammal species; 32

many hundreds of freshwater invertebrates. Due in significant part to Papua's biological 
contributions, Indonesia now appears to be the biologically richest country in the world. 

At the same 1997 priority setting workshop the assembled experts identified 17 priority areas in 
Papua urgently needing further scientific study. The Mamberamo Basin was noted as the priority 
“Papua’s most important terrestrial biodiversity resource”.  The watershed is a High Biodiversit
Wilderness (HBW): that is one of the largest relatively pristine areas of tropical forest in the 
(definitively the largest on New G

both biological and social surveys for the area, which they strongly suspected to contain high 
biodiversity and endemism.   

Based on this assessment and various additional consultations, CI selected the Mamberamo Basin 
as one of two priority sites for Papua.  CI intends that this landscape-scale initiative will serve as
flagship conservation project in the Tropical Wilderness.  The poor state of knowledge of the 
taxonomy and distribution of Mamberamo fauna and flora have precluded a more detailed 
assessment of the conservation status of the region up to the present ti

Based on what little is known, biodiversity in the Mamberamo area appears exceptionally rich.  
There exists a rich flora and a large range of birds, reptiles and mammals. Wildlife includes tre
kangaroos, cuscus, numerous parrots, various birds of paradise, and two species of crocodil
Almost half of the 140 birds recorded during the 2000 RAP survey are endemic to New Guinea
The bird species cited include Birds of Paradise (the Lesser, the King, the Twelve-Wired, the Jobi
Manucode, the Glossy-Mantled Manucode, and 

 
3 Global status of Philemon brassi endemic to northern Papua--discovered in 1939 on a single lagoon on the Idenburg River 
which may not have been visited subsequently, and has recently been found along the lower Mamberamo River, the Tirawiwa 
and Logari rivers, 250 km from the Idenburg site, and probably on the RouffaerRriver. On the Idenburg River, it was common 
in small parties in flooded cane grass and dense second growth around a lagoon at c.50 m but on the Tirawiwa and Logari 
rivers, it was locally common in trees beside the rivers and other disturbed areas at 80-275 m. http://www.birdlife.net/datazone/
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(Psittaculirostris salvadorii)4, and a number of frog, invertebrate, and plant species.  The globally 
threatened Scott’s Tree Kangaroo is believed to inhabit the Foja Mountains.  Important populations 

gs 

rom 

ly being 
developed in nearby regions, replacing natural biodiversity. If the proposed Mamberamo dam 

t in 

Through working with local partners, Conservation International aims to demonstrate a holistic 

l 

sources and ecosystem 
functioning from the destruction that often accompanies unsustainable extractive activities. An 

ent, 

sments that have been carried out by CI’s Resource Economics Department in the 
form of the Papua Resource and Conservation Economics analysis.  

The ultimate goal is a resource-use plan that will meet the economic needs of the local residents of 

 in a way that does not threaten the Basin’s critical 
natural values and ecosystem functioning. From a conservation viewpoint, this overall activity will 

or 
 features of the basin into a network of protected landscapes that will conserve watersheds, 

local livelihoods, and biodiversity. To complete such a complex program of field conservation, CI 

t and 
 and 

of Northern Cassowary, Victoria Crowned Pigeon, and Black-spotted Cuscus also occur in the 
area.  CI’s RAP survey served to underline how little was known: for example 21 species of fro
and 36 species of reptiles were recorded from three sites and of these seven species of frogs and 
perhaps three species of lizards were previously unknown to science. 

(Potential) threats to biodiversity in the Mamberamo Basin include the trans-Papuan highway (f
Jayapura to Wamena), which will provide improved access to the region. This may increase 
resource exploitation including logging and hunting. Oil palm plantations are current

project is revived it will flood vast areas of lowland forest.  Only a fraction of lowland rain fores
the province occurs in existing protected areas. 

CI’s vision 

approach to maintaining intact biodiversity in the Mamberamo Basin. This approach seeks to 
balance economic development with the sustainable use of natural resources so valued by loca
communities. CI is working in collaboration with a local community group, the Mamberamo Adat 
Council, which has expressed a desire to protect the region’s natural re

alternative local development scheme that would include several zones designated for daily use, 
hunting, culture, and protection of core areas and biodiversity, is being discussed.  

In contrast to often favored large-scale industrial development, Conservation International is 
assisting local and provincial partners to look at alternative development plans in Papua, including 
for the greater Mamberamo watershed. This focus considers development needs of the local 
Mamberamo populace, and province, while maintaining the ecological functioning and benefits of 
this important and vulnerable ecosystem.  

CI’s vision includes a Basin-wide land-management exercise, to be conducted by governm
NGOs, and indigenous peoples’ representatives. This will build on the considerable social and 
economic asses

the Basin, provide an opportunity to conserve substantial forest and biodiversity of the Basin, and 
permit appropriate province-wide development

result in the creation of the Mamberamo Raya Biodiversity Conservation Corridor, linking the maj
natural

expects to carry out a series of additional studies, including additional biological surveys and 
environmental awareness building. The initial Mamberamo RAP fostered considerable interes
pride within the local stakeholders, something this MLA has also achieved in Kwerba
Papasena-I. People in all of these communities now increasingly understand how remarkable their 
forest home is.  

                                                      
4 Global status of Psittaculirostris salvadorii endemic to northern Papua--it occurs from the eastern shore of Geelvink Bay to 
the Cyclops Mountains, including the lowland forest up the tributaries of the Mamberamo River. Recent records suggest that it 
is still locally common, including in the lowlands west of Jayapura and at Nimbokrang Available evidence strongly suggests 
that it is declining. Relatively large numbers are trapped for the cage-bird trade, both for domestic and overseas markets, with 
a total of 1,582 birds known to be exported from Indonesia between 1985 and 1990.  http://www.birdlife.net/datazone/
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Previous CI visits 

Beginning in 2000, CI made 10 visits to the Mamberamo, prior to the MLA training study. These 
had biological and social research objectives: 

During 2000, CI participated in a brief survey of birds and bats with a university group at Danau 

d 

Bira.   

CI made three preparatory visits to Dabra (Mamberamo Hulu District) for the Rapid Assessment 
Program (RAP) biodiversity survey that it conducted in September 2000. The RAP surveye
various aquatic and terrestrial habitats at three sites in and near Dabra village (See: 
http://www.biodiversityscience.org/xp/CABS/publications/cabs_publ_research/rap_bulletins/terrestri
al_rap_bulletins/terrrapbulletins.xml. This was followed up by a socialization visit to provide the 
results of the RAP to local communities. 

In March 2003, CI visited Kasonaweja, Marina Valen, Kwerba and Sikari, in the district of 
a.  

reement for this activity from relevant parties are 
now underway again.  

During June - July 2003, a CI Social Feasibility Study (SFS) commenced in the Mamberamo. The 
villages of Kwerba, Sikari, Iri and Papasena-I were visited, to assess the social and economic 
organisation of these four villages, and to design a ‘community entry strategy’. Kinship, language, 
traditions, land tenure, education, household economy, livelihoods, local income and transport 
issues were recorded to obtain a general picture of the different societies of this area. 

The MLA activity presented in this report was preceded by a socialization of its objectives to the 
local communities of Kwerba, Sikari and Papasena-I, in February 2004.  Manuel Boissiere of 
CIFOR took part in this activity, along with staff of CI and UNCEN (the sponsoring agency).  CI’s 
goals for working in the Mamberamo were explained as well as the usefulness of the MLA 
approach for local communities. Kwerba and Papasena-I were selected as pilot villages:  Kwerba 
as representative of a traditional village, not yet registered (recognized) by government, with a hilly 
topography, and Papasena-I as a registered (administratively recognized) village, located in the 
Mamberamo floodplain.  Formal approval to proceed with the practical MLA training was obtained 
from the communities of each village during this trip. 

In June 2004, another socialization visit (for the upcoming MLA) took place by CI-Papua staff 
(visiting Dabra, Papasena-I, Kasonaweja, Marina Valen and Kwerba) and practical aspects of 
accommodation and cooperation were discussed. 

Mamberamo Tengah, to socialize the proposal for a RAP expedition to the Foja Mountains are
This Foja RAP survey was postponed due to difficulties obtaining research permits and visas, 
especially for foreigners. Preparations to secure ag
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2 OVERVIEW OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Training 
In preparation for the training project, CI-Papua conducted five presentations (to build interest) at 
two universities (in Jayapura and Manokwari) and at two government agencies (Jayapura). Some 
54 candidates were selected and interviewed from among a pool of university students, lecturers 
and alumni, and government staff. Ultimately 19 trainees (not including the two CI-Papua staff) 
were selected by CI-Papua and commenced Phase 1 training.  

Phase 1  

The first phase of the training was implemented during 10 days in May 2004. The training took 
place in Waena, and involved six trainers (five from CIFOR, one from LIPI) and 21 trainees. CI-
Papua handled the logistics of this training, including accommodation and meeting room, food, 
training tools, as well as transportation. 

Trainees were students, teaching staff and alumni from UNIPA (Universitas Negeri Papua, 
Manokwari, specialized in agronomy and soil sciences) and from UNCEN (Universitas 
Cenderawasih, Jayapura, more specialized in social sciences), and also included civil servants 
from the Badan Pengendalian Dampak Lingkungan Daerah (BAPEDALDA), the provincial 
environmental impact monitoring agency and the Balai Konservasi Sumber Daya Alam Papua I 
(BKSDA, Jayapura), the conservation agency.  

The diverse origins of the trainees presented some challenges as how to target the mixed 
experiences and expectations, but trainee selection by CI was very successful and the trainers 
were overall, very pleased by the abilities and interest of the trainees.    

The objective of this first training was to teach the concepts behind the MLA approach and methods 
to all the trainees, as well as to practice the methods, so that each of them, whatever their specialty, 
would have an overview of the activities. The different methods used for the training were: 
presentations, discussions, role games, use of multimedia, outside exercises, and other tools that 
improve participation of the trainees. We kept presentations as short as possible, and tried to make 
the trainees participate with discussion and active exercises. Most afternoons involved some 
practical application outside. 

Aside from the more conceptual aspects of the methods, the various technical subjects were also 
introduced: use of GPS, participatory mapping, interview techniques, soils and herbarium sampling. 
The trainees were also required to consider and discuss the importance of a scientist’s attitude and 
behavior while working with local communities. 

During this phase, CI Papua made two presentations on the general goals of the organization and 
its specific conservation objectives in the Mamberamo. We used these presentations to initiate both 
general and more focused discussions on conservation.  

At our request, Pak Eko Baroto Walujo, the Head of the Herbarium Bogoriense (LIPI) who was 
visiting Papua, made a presentation on the medicinal plants of Papua,to stimulate wider interest in 
the topic of how people relate to plants and how this can be studied.    

The assignment of all trainees to specific assessment specialties (e.g. village, botany, ethnobotany, 
soils) took place in the last days of the training, when all methods, concepts and techniques were 
well understood.  With these different groups formed, we began to work on adaptation of the 
methods to the specific conditions of Papua, and to work on the mechanisms for collaboration 
between each group.  
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Phase 2  

The preparation of research equipment for the phase 2 MLA training was done by CIFOR, in 
collaboration with CI-Papua. Logistics were taken care of by CI-Papua. This included purchase of 
food, medicine, supplies and fuel, and included chartering of airplanes to transport people and 
cargo to the two Mamberamo villages. Satellite telephones were provided by CI-Papua. 

The 2nd phase of the training was conducted during the entire month of July 2004. This phase was 
an actual implementation of two full MLA surveys in the field (one in each target village territory). 
Some 18 of the 21 original trainees (three had dropped out for various reasons) and two female 
CIFOR staff who joined the training as team members5 were divided into  Kwerba and Papasena-I 
village teams. The five trainers (four from CIFOR, one from LIPI) split into two groups working 
alternately in the two villages. This phase of the training was designed so that trainees would carry 
on the survey activities with the support and guidance of the trainers.  

During the surveys, regular contact was made between the two teams (using satellite phones), and 
with CI-Papua in Jayapura, to discuss progress and any difficulties encountered, to share 
experiences, and to coordinate logistical support.  

Various formal meetings were conducted with the communities in both villages at the start of (and 
throughout) the training. The goals of the MLA and of CI were presented and discussed 
(socialized). It was made clear that the results of the MLA training study would be returned to local 
communities, along with the maps created by local residents through the participatory MLA 
activities.  

Upon return from the Mamberamo to Jayapura, everyone met together for two days to discuss 
experiences, to organize field equipment and notes, to photocopy all of the data sheets, and to 
commence an orientation about data entry. On the last day, a two-hour session was held to present 
initial results and observations to representatives of CI-Papua.   

Phase 3  

Prior to the start of the third phase of the training – in data handling and sample analysis –  the 
trainees agreed to help with data input. In addition, herbarium processing and taxonomic 
identification commenced at Herbarium Bogoriense (LIPI Bogor), and the soil analysis was begun 
at PUSLITTANAK (Centre for Research on Soil and Agro-climate) prior to the training.  

Due to the enthusiasm of all trainees to attend the third phase of the training, both CI and CIFOR 
sought additional funds to cover all costs concerning accommodation, food and transportation (in 
CIFOR’s case this was provided by funds from the European Commission). CIFOR provided a 
meeting room at its Headquarters in Bogor and supplied 10 computers for the trainees to use. The 
training took place between 14 and 24 September 2004 and was attended by all 18 trainees from 
Papua. Data entry and checking were finalized. The training covered data management (mostly 
using MS-Excel and MS-Access), summarizing, analysis and interpretation of data.   

2.2 Building community interest for CI 
A major aspect of the MLA approach is about building collaboration with local people.  This was a 
challenge because the local people had previously had some bad experiences with outsiders, and 
are suspicious and wary (especially in Papasena-I).  By the end of the training, local people in both 
communities showed a good understanding of the study’s goals and philosophy and were 
enthusiastic and supportive.  Both communities appeared eager to support future conservation 
activities, expressing enthusiasm for a continued relationship with CI.  Certain individuals in both 

                                                      
5 Due to the unfortunate absence of females on the MLA field trainee teams, two female CIFOR staff joined the trainee teams. 
This was important so as to be able to interact effectively with women in the target communities. One of the five trainers was 
female. 
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villages showed a particular interest in the surveys and CI’s goals, and these people could be 
viewed as supporters with whom CI might like to work with more formally.  In Papasena-I, these 
include Pak Paulus (one of the traditional leaders), Pak Isaskar and Pak Kleopas (representing 
elders) and Pak Sepi (representing the younger men) of the village. In Kwerba it was obvious that 
Pak Isak Tawane, the head of the village, and Pak Asaria Maner, the traditional leader, together 
with Pak Bastian Tawane, one of the younger men, were especially supportive.  

2.3 Actual data collection 
A complete survey was achieved in both Kwerba and Papasena-I.  A considerable amount of data 
has been computer-entered, and an initial check and synthesis has been completed.  A further 
round of data checking should be completed in due course. Taxonomic work on the plant 
specimens (by LIPI) is not yet completed, and further review by taxonomic experts may ultimately 
be required.   

2.4 Methods in brief 
Our multidisciplinary approach was originally developed during a study with seven communities in 
the forest-rich upper Malinau watershed in Kalimantan, and followed the approach set out below.   

The methods ask 'what really matters' to communities living in tropical forest landscapes by linking 
conventional biophysical assessment of the landscape with techniques to identify, gauge and clarify 
local needs and perceptions (Sheil, D. et al. 20036).   

The work takes four main themes: 1) asking what occurs where (as in classical biodiversity 
assessments), 2) asking why it matters and how much it matters to local communities, 3) 
evaluating implications and possible courses of action or 'diagnosis', and 4) sharing insights and 
implications with stakeholders and decision makers.  The formal part of the methods deal primarily 
with stages 1 and 2, though stage 3 was also reflected in phase 3 of the training.   

Each community is studied for three to four weeks (shorter follow-up visits occur beyond this 
period). The approach seeks to identify and understand what local people find important.  Thus, 
despite the conservation emphasis of our larger goal, importance was not limited to natural 
resources and economic values in any conventional sense.  Things can matter for reasons other 
than trade or utility.  Various community-focused methods provided a framework for identifying, 
discussing and scoring the significance of local land types, sites, species and resources.   

The approach emphasizes rapid methods. Several activities served to enhance communication. 
Community meetings and joint mapping exercises elicited local landscape classification and 
terminology, and clarified the geography of resource use.  The maps provided a shared basis for 
our field survey; many plots were sited in unusual locations that would not have been easily found 
by outsiders.  Maps were revised and clarified together over the study period.   

We also relied on local informants to help define the various types or categories of value—e.g. 
food, medicine, recreation—they attached to their land and resources, and to assess the 
importance of locations, plants, and animals in terms of these.  For this purpose, focus groups and 
joint scoring exercises allowed a consensus to develop among informants.  Sometimes follow-up 
discussions were needed to clarify understanding of these choices. Cross-checking of information 
with informants was performed through both formal and informal means.  

First activities always included: a community meeting to introduce the survey, to plan, to select local 
experts, and an initial participatory landscape mapping exercise, resulting in a list of local land types 
and products and the distribution of these on a map. This formed the basis for the field sampling. 

                                                      
6 Sheil, D. et al. 2003. Exploring biological diversity, environment and local people’s perspectives in forest landscapes. CIFOR, 
Bogor, Indonesia. Online in English, Indonesian, French and Spanish at http://www.cifor.org/mla/ and 
http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/publications/pdf_files/Books/exploring_bio.pdf 
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N.B.  We repeatedly clarified and stressed that the maps produced have no ‘official status’ and are 
no proof of land ownership.  Clean copies of the maps were later plasticized and returned to each 
village.   

Each village requires two jointly coordinated teams (village and field team).  

 
Village-based team activities 

Structured interviews were conducted with the village head and traditional leader, as well as other 
key informants. Topics included village historical and cultural background, (traditional knowledge of) 
land use, forest product collection and sale, regulations and taboos.  

Household surveys were conducted using a questionnaire, covering demography, income, taboos, 
perceptions and aspirations.  

Scoring exercises were undertaken in focus group meetings. We called this the 'Pebble Distribution 
Method' (PDM) because ‘pebbles’ or other small objects (e.g. seeds) are used to score items (‘1’ for 
each object); the groups divided 100 objects  over illustrations or representations of land and forest 
types, use classes, species, distance classes and time periods, respectively, to indicate their 
'importance' to them.  

The various methods stages are outlined in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Data collection techniques used in the village based aspects of CIFOR’s Multidisciplinary 
Landscape Assessment (MLA) study   

 
Emphasis of data collection Type of method and target group 
Village description/perspective of land use Interview with village head only 
Cultural background of land use Interview with traditional leader only 
Demography Household survey (census) and documentation from 

village head 
Price of traded goods  Interview of shop keepers 
Household survey (includes questionnaire of 
problems and aspirations, with comments on 
needs and solutions) 

Interview of head of household of at least 30 
households 

Traditional knowledge of land use Interview of 3–5 key informants 
Forest product collection and sale Interview of 3–5 key informants 
Settlement history and land use Interview with village head and traditional leader 
Disasters and important events Interview with village head and traditional leader 
Identification of land and forest types Community meeting (with mapping exercise) 
Identification of forest products Community meeting 
Scoring the importance of landscape units Focus group discussion. Women/men, old/young 

separate 
Scoring changes in importance of landscape 
units and natural resources over time 

Focus group discussion. Women/men, old/young 
separate 

Scoring how distance of landscape units 
influences importance 

Focus group discussion. Women/men, old/young 
separate 

Scoring the importance of different sources of 
products 

Focus group discussion. Women/men, old/young 
separate 

Scoring the most important species per use 
category  

Focus group discussion. Women/men, old/young 
separate 
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Field-based team activities 

A closely linked field survey assessed a variety of different vegetation types and features across the 
wider landscape.  Plots were selected by stratification and with guidance from community members 
to cover as broad a range of landscapes and histories as possible.  Using efficient and innovative 
methods field plots were established and described, cataloguing information on location, soil, 
vegetation, site use, local plant names and potential for cultivation.   

The field survey was a combination of relatively standard scientific descriptions of terrain, soil and 
vegetation, and of equivalent observations from local people's perspective. Typically the team 
would be composed of 7-10 people: 2-4 local informants, the soil specialist, the botanist, the 
ethnobotanist, a recorder and 1 or 2 assistants.  

Site description: complete physical description of the terrain, as well as local people's description of 
its use history, the location's importance for different use categories, accessibility, local names for 
the location, the land unit and the vegetation, especially notes on the dominant seedlings, saplings 
and shrubs.  

Herbs transect: a 40x5 meter transect line was subdivided into 10 subunits. In each of these, herbs, 
climbers and other smaller plants were recorded. A botanist would name the species or collect 
specimens while the ethnobotanist would ask informants for local names and uses.  

Tree sample unit: a new and versatile sample unit was used, suitable for rapid assessments of 
tropical forest in heterogeneous areas. Species, height and girth of a maximum of 40 trees > 10 cm 
diameter (dbh) was assessed for each forested site, which allow calculations of density and basal 
area. Local informants give information about the use(s) of each tree.  

Soil assessments: two holes were drilled with a Belgi augur and one profile of 60 cm depth was dug 
to make a complete physical description of the soil in situ. A local informant, selected by the 
community itself for his knowledge of soil and cultivation, was asked for local assessment and 
descriptions of the soil's qualities, its name, management and its potential use.  

Soil-samples (at 0-20 and 20-40 cm) were taken for various analyses (Puslittanak 1998).  Analyses 
include measures of texture and bulk density as physical properties, and pH, C (organic carbon), N  
(total nitrogen), P2O5 (available-phosphorus), K2O (available-potassium), Ca2+ (calcium ion), Mg2+ 
(magnesium ion), Na+ (sodium ion), K+ (exchangeable-potassium ion), CEC (Cation Exchange 
Capacity), base saturation, Fe3+ (iron ion), H+ and Al3+ (aluminum ion), as chemical.  For the 
purposes of most analyses these are considered on a plot-by-plot basis. 

Ownership of local knowledge was addressed, as the potential exploitation of medicinal knowledge 
and locations of valuable resources pose concerns.  All community members were informed about 
our intentions and goals regarding data collection.  We emphasized that they need not tell us 
anything they did not want to.  We never requested or recorded details of how medicinal plants 
were prepared and administered.  Similar discussions were had about the maps and the 
information put on them.  Both communities gave CI and CIFOR permission to keep a copy of their 
map.  

 

http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/mla/_ref/publication/new_type_sample_unit.htm
http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/mla/_ref/publication/new_type_sample_unit.htm
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3 OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 

3.1 Training 
The main objective of the project was training.  All phases of the training were successfully 
completed. The trainers were, without exception, impressed by the interest and enthusiasm of the 
trainees.  No serious failures, conflicts or ill health problems occurred.  The trainees were indeed 
helping us to evaluate and summarize the survey data only one week before this report was due.  
We have drawn heavily on their results.  While this has some possible pitfalls it also allows us to 
showcase the skills and understanding they have gained.   

Trainees were asked to give feedback on the training process at various stages.  Inevitably 
comments are mixed, and do not allow simple summary, but those that dealt with the methods and 
their application confirmed that there is no dispute in regard to the fact that 1) trainees had learned 
methods they felt to be useful and 2) they believed the approach was well suited to the situation in 
the Mamberamo (copies of some feedback exercises were provided to CI). 

In general, we can say that reactions from the trainees were very positive. They report that the MLA 
training gave them new skills, and new insights in the perceptions of local communities. They think 
that there is a great demand for more such studies.  An overview of the trainees and trainers is 
provided in Table 3.1.   

Table 3-1. List of trainees and trainers 
Phase  

 Name Institution 
association 1 2 3 

Training 
status 

Phase 2 
village 

Team 

Untung Ginting BKSDA y y y Successful Papasena I ethnobotany 
Melinda Wan CIFOR trainer y y Successful Papasena I ethnobotany 

Bambang Hariadi UNIPA 
(lecturer) 

y y y Successful Papasena I botany 

Hendri Hariyadi BKSDA y y y Successful Papasena I botany 
Hari Dwi 
Kristianto ex-UNIPA y y y Successful Papasena I soil 

Jance Bemey ex-UNCEN y y y Successful Papasena I soil 
Raffles Haruway Bapedalda y y y Successful Papasena I socio-economics 
Eddy Rudolf 
Charles Marien UNIPA y y y Successful Papasena I socio-economics 

Dennis Piet Hein 
Koibur ex-UNCEN y y y Successful Papasena I socio-economics 

Yoseph Watopa CI Papua y y y Successful Papasena I socio-economics 

Nining Liswanti CIFOR - y y Successful Kwerba Ethnobotany + 
socio-economics 

Hugo S. M. 
Yoteni CI Papua y y y Successful Kwerba Ethnobotany 

Robingu UNIPA y y y Successful Kwerba Ethnobotany 

Piter Gusbager UNIPA 
(lecturer) 

y y y Successful Kwerba Botany 

Corneles Oktaf 
Raweyai UNIPA y y y Successful Kwerba Botany 

Soleman M. 
Karubaba UNIPA y y y Successful Kwerba Socio-economics 

Arijan Prasodjo BKSDA y y y Successful Kwerba Socio-economics 
Yafeth G. A. 
Watori Bapedalda y y y Successful Kwerba Socio-economics 

John H. ex-UNIPA y y y Successful Kwerba Soil 
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Mampioper 
Apresus Sinaga UNIPA y y y Successful Kwerba Soil 

Riwon Triono Bapedalda y n n Was posted 
elsewhere 

NA NA 

Samuel J. 
Renyaan 

UNCEN 
(Dean) 

y n n Left for 
personal 
reasons 

NA NA 

Erlani F. 
Rahareng UNCEN 

y n n Left for 
personal 
reasons 

NA NA 

Konstantina 
Kameubun 

UNCEN 
(Lecturer) 

n n n Did not 
attend 

NA NA 

Trainers Institution     Village Speciality 

Douglas Sheil CIFOR y y y  rotating Overview 

Imam Basuki CIFOR y y y  rotating Soils 

Manuel Boissiere CIFOR y y y  rotating Ethnobotany 

Miriam van Heist CIFOR y y y  rotating Overview 

Ismail Rachman LIPI y y y  rotating Botany 

 

3.2 Building community interest  
Successfully achieved in both communities.  The MLA approach provides common ground for 
discussing the threats to the area and what needs to be protected and how.  Considerable 
enthusiasm and interest for future activities can now be found in both villages.   

3.3 Data collection and insights 
Surveys were undertaken in two communities, 32 survey plots were established (combined total for 
both communities), and a wide range of plant and soil specimens and related information were 
collected. 

The technical surveys provide various types of results:  

o An account of the biophysical context in the village areas.  

o A baseline summary of human cultural, demographic, and socio-economic context in each 
community.  

o An understanding of how local preferences relate to the local landscape in each village.  

o Identification of topics requiring further investigation.  

Some examples of all of these are provided. 

The following sections illustrate the breadth of survey information: Kwerba is treated first, then 
Papasena-I. For many results, their significance lies in the specific details they provide.  We have 
collected so much information that only overviews and a few illustrative examples can be presented 
here.  The resulting account becomes a ‘scrapbook’ of results, observations and comments—but 
this does convey the multilayered and multifaceted nature of the survey. The insights and 
understandings that are gained simply by staying in the villages and undertaking the survey with 
the community are especially hard to capture in such an account brief summary. Many survey 
activities help to develop shared references between researchers and community members, and to 
stimulate a less formal but deeper dialogue. These include some of the most precious insights—
potentially offering the explanation of various puzzles that appear during the survey.  These are not 
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systematically recounted here, but some of these are reflected in the later recommendations.  
Many results must be seen as preliminary: needing verification by data-checking, by taxonomic 
experts, or by the community members, before they can be considered final.   

3.4 A work in progress 

Plant taxonomy and verification  

Those who plan to do botanical research in areas that are both extremely rich in species, and 
poorly known, should anticipate difficulties in obtaining definitive species identifications. The 
Mamberamo area is not well-explored taxonomically and the majority of the plants encountered are 
not easily identified. Even when good herbarium material is collected it may not match any 
references (even though Herbarium Bogoriense houses Indonesia’s largest collection by a 
considerable margin, collections from Papua are scarce) and even when matches are made, 
standardising nomenclature and synonymy remains a major task in many poorly known groups.  
We were very lucky in having the assistance of Ismail Rachman from the Bogor Herbarium (LIPI).  
Ismail is uniquely qualified: he has worked in the Mamberamo previously (with CI), and with the 
MLA in Kalimantan, and is one of the very best field botanists in Indonesia.   

The first stage of the botanical identification is in progress and has not been completed.  Ismail 
Rachman has explained that this is in part due to the success of the surveys: he is faced with many 
species that he is not familiar with—many more than he expected—and has to work through these 
carefully.  Many appear to be species not currently included in the Bogor Herbarium, which makes 
them likely to be rare if not indeed new.  He has also indicated that he would like many of the 
specimens to be properly mounted to add to the LIPI collections.  This is important and underlines 
the wider value and significance of these collections. 

A lack of a final list of species names prevents us providing a number of final summaries, i.e., a 
species list, the most important species from a local perspective, and also plot-by-plot summaries 
by species by stem-densities and basal-area. These results will be available in due time. 

Other 

In addition to the taxonomy there are various other aspects of the data and analyses which should 
be subjected to additional scrutiny and evaluation.  Various types of quality control measures are 
needed.  Many of the analyses given in this account are based on an initial summary of data 
collections, and may still include errors of fact or interpretation.  All conclusions relating to the views 
and preferences of the communities should be checked and verified by presenting them back to the 
communities themselves. 

3.5 Botanical highlights 

Though full identification of all the specimens is not yet complete, Ismail Rachman draws our 
attention to several notable observations. 
 
• Pometia pinnata: a lot of varieties in the Mamberamo with fruit of different tastes. 

• Intsia bijuga: a protected species but locally common in the Mamberamo. 

• Pterocarpus indicus: a rare species in most places (eastern Indonesia), locally abundant in the 
Mamberamo. 

• Cynometra novoguineensis: a big tree, locally abundant, rare in other places. 

• Ficus sp: one apparently endemic species among the herbarium samples though not yet 
identified is very important for villagers to make boats (strong light wood).   
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• Cinnamomum culilawan: common around the villages, already rare in other places in Papua, 
with a great economic value, but no local trading.  

• Garcinia latissima: according to local people fruit attracts cassowaries in large flocks close to 
the Mamberamo River. The wood is good for timber.  

• Pandanus conoideus: one of the most important fruiting species in Papua, some are wild 
around the villages.  

• Pandanus spp: a lot of species present, with a lot of potential uses (rope, colour, food, leaves 
for roofs etc). Unfortunately this genus is poorly known and the herbaria in Indonesia appear to 
lack good reference materials.  

• Dillenia papuana: one of the largest Dillenia can be seen in the Mamberamo. The diameter 
reaches 1.20m, which is unusual for this genus. 

• Hopea novoguineensis: endemic dipterocarp species, common near Kwerba, good timber. 

• Anisoptera thurifera: another Dipterocarpaceae in Kwerba. Common in secondary forest, in 
groups. 

• Vatica rassak: another large diameter Dipterocarpaceae with good timber. A lot of specimens 
in Kwerba. 

• Licuala spp.: numerous species, very well represented in the two villages, a lot of potential 
uses. 

• Zingiberaceae: a diverse family very well represented in the two villages, many with large 
showy flowers. 

• Orchidaceae: many species from this family, mostly epiphytes, of great interest for orchid 
specialists. 

• Begonia spp: a lot of species of this genus.  Abundant in the forest of Kwerba and Papasena. 
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4 KWERBA 

4.1 Location 
Administratively, Kwerba is a part of the Village of Burmeso, and belongs to the Kecamatan 
(District) of Mamberamo Tengah, Kabupaten (Regency) Sarmi. There is a strong desire to acquire 
their own official status in order to become an officially recognized village so as to receive 
government support for development, education and health. The process of acquiring this status is 
in an advanced stage.  

Kwerba is located on a sharp bend of the Wiri, a tributary of the Mamberamo.  This is a 
mountainous region and the village, at 80 m.a.s.l., is surrounded by steep hills.  A motorised boat 
can only reach as far as the mouth of the Wiri, the rest of the journey to Kwerba requires either half 
an hour’s walk over a narrow, muddy forest path, or a canoe trip over shallows to the foot of the 25 
m high cliff below the airstrip, requiring a steep scramble.  

About 35 houses are lined up along the airstrip with a path running parallel with it.  Houses are on 
stilts, and made of poles, bark strips and parts of sago palm leaves.  A larger, ground-level building 
serves as classroom, church and general meeting place.  

Two people sell a limited selection of manufactured goods—like soap, sugar, batteries, salt and 
cigarettes—from their houses. 

Along one side of the village, is a small and usually clear stream: the Kali Buerat.  Another source 
of clear water (preferred for drinking water), is a well in a rocky cliff wall, at the far side of the airstrip.  

Directly surrounding the village are gardens: cultivated (kebun), or (temporarily) abandoned (bekas 
kebun).  Otherwise Kwerba is surrounded by forest.  Some scattered lakes occur in the wider 
territory, which are valued for their abundant resources, including crocodiles. To reach the nearest 
lake requires about three hours on foot. 

4.2 People, language, livelihoods 
“Officially” there are about 354 people registered in Kwerba, with 54 household heads (kepala 
keluarga or KK). However, this seems to include several households that are not physically based 
in the village.  During our survey we counted 44 household heads. 

There are eight marga (=clans) represented in the village: Tawane, Meop, Haciwa, Abiasit, Maner,  
Karowata, Tasti and Koh, each of which has its own leader.  Within Kwerba’s territory, each major 
tributary of the Mamberamo River is owned by one of these marga. Others are not necessarily 
excluded from these tributaries, but they should ask and usually are granted permission to collect 
and hunt, but only for own use (additional catches should be shared with the owner). Opening the 
forest for kebun (=gardens) is only allowed for the local marga. 

The different marga in Kwerba speak one language, called ‘Kwerba’ (part of the Kawera language 
family). Literacy is around 50% according to Pak Markus, the religious leader.  Kwerba has an 
unofficial grade school which teaches reading, writing and arithmetic, run by volunteer teacher 
Gerson Tawane in the church building. Some Kwerba children attend secondary school in 
Kasonaweja (and beyond) and a few of the Kwerba have made it to university. 

Sago is the staple food. The palms (Metroxylon sagu) were introduced some long time ago; they do 
not occur naturally in this mountainous region. They are planted in small plots (kebun/dusun sagu) 
of usually moist soil conditions. Men cut down the palms when they are mature and women then 
pulverize and remove the fibrous pith from the trunk (a process called tokok or patok), wash and 
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press the slurry through a filter (a process called ramas) and dry the resulting suspension of starch 
to derive the final product (tepung sagu).  

In the gardens a variety of root, leaf and fruit crops are grown, including cassava, sweet potatoes, 
leafy vegetable (kangkung = Ipomoea aquatica), bananas, coconut, papaya, cacao and betel nuts 
(pinang). A system of shifting cultivation is practiced and fields are left fallow after 3-5 years of 
cultivation. 

Fishing and hunting provide people with animal protein and fat. Apparently game is still plentiful and 
hunters can be sure to catch wild boar, cassowary, kangaroo etc., within two hours distance from 
the village.  Hunting is by traditional means, using bow and arrows, spears and dogs.  No real guns 
were ever seen or mentioned, though some air-rifles occur.  We did see one preserved bird of 
paradise, Paradisaea minor. 

Collection of maleo bird eggs (possibly two species) seems common place—any nest is excavated 
when it is discovered, but fresh nests still seemed relatively plentiful at only half an hour’s walk from 
the village.   

Animal husbandry mainly focuses on free roaming chickens.  Tame or captured juvenile animals 
such as cassowary (Casuarius unappendiculatus), maleo birds (perhaps Talegalla sp), (wild) 
piglets (Sus scrofa x celebensis) and  cuscus (Spilocucus maculatus) were also seen.  These ’pets’ 
get eaten eventually. 

There is little apparent wild trade from Kwerba: transport to markets such as Kasonaweja is difficult.  
The village has only one motorised boat and the journey is long and treacherous.  But if money is 
needed and an opportunity arises, people will try and sell products from their gardens, as well as 
fish, bushmeat, eggs, Pandanus leaf mats, and coconut oil. Occasionally preserved birds of 
paradise and crocodile skins are sold. 

4.3 History, culture and current trends 
The people of Kwerba have several origins: traditionally they lived a nomadic life, regularly moving 
their settlements in the mountains due to fear of attack by neighbouring marga.  The ‘adat 
community of Kwerba’ started in dusun Sanen7, between kali (=small river) Ani and kali Kanang, as 
a congregation of people from kampung (=village) Idoria, Hawparam and Kwihaci. The traditional 
leaders of marga/settlements at this time were called Ihibich. When a war broke out with the 
Burmeso, the Kwerba people kept moving their kampung from place to place (–a list of more than 
15 locations was produced by the current kepala desa (=head of village), finally ending up at Muara 
Tabiri. That is where the Kwerba people were living when the Dutch government moved into the 
area (1960s) and where they designated their first Korano (or head of village under the Dutch 
system). Agreement was reached to end the warfare, and that henceforth, any person who killed 
someone would be jailed.  Subsequently, Indonesia gained sovereignty over Papua, and in 1972 
the village relocated to Muara Wiri. In 1974 the village relocated to its present location in 
anticipation of the construction of an airstrip at Tacewaram (the flat area of present day) Kwerba. 
This site also afforded a much better source of drinking water and the flat terrain facilitated 
construction of the settlement. RBMU (Regions Beyond Missionary Union), an American 
missionary group, built the airstrip in 1975. 

 

4.4 Perceptions about outsiders 
From the start, Kwerba was very welcoming. Even during the socialization part of the training, 
people emphasized that they were expecting CI to have a long-term and active presence in 
Kwerba. They were also expecting that our work could help them to manage problems coming from 

                                                      
7 Despite repeated attempts, we are unable to date statements like this and may only guess that this refers to ‘sometime in the 
19th century’.  
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the sporadic presence of outsiders looking for resources. In January 2004 an outsider came and 
tried to convince some villagers to bring him to the Foja mountains to look for gaharu (eaglewood). 
He performed some made-up ritual to influence people in his favour and was able to look actively 
for the precious wood before he was subsequently expulsed. Villagers often asked us how they 
should deal with outsiders after their natural resources, and they concluded that collaborating with 
CI might help with this. Members of a local NGO had also come to Kwerba in the past, staying 
there a short time.  According to local informants, these persons allegedly made promises that they 
couldn’t keep, and this resulted in some resentment from the local community. However this 
apparently did not negatively influence the Kwerba community’s perception of what the MLA team 
was doing there. During the entire survey in Kwerba, villagers seemed very positive about our 
actions.  Money was never a major issue in our discussions even if we could not be totally sure 
about people’s expectations. People were always talking about collaboration for the ‘development’ 
of the village.  (We did pick up on some political play between two potential candidates over the 
future role of head of village, during our stay). 

4.5 Aspirations and views 
Most Kwerba people consider their life to be better now than ‘in the old days’, referring to the time 
they were still following a nomadic lifestyle, when warfare was common. People’s hope for the 
future is very modest: they want Kwerba to gain official village status and to receive government 
assistance.  A school, church and community health care centre (puskesmas) are especially 
desired.  People hope that their children will be able to learn through education, and become civil 
servants, to ensure that they always have enough to eat (see Table 4-1). 

Table 4-1.  Addressing perception and aspirations of the villagers at the household level 
 

Questions to the head of household 
Response from local people 

(number of answers among 34 
households; more than one response 

allowed) 
Source of income  
What activities can be considered as a source of income 
for your household? 

 

- Hunting for trading  17 
- Gardening for market  22 
- Hunting for food 15 
- Gardening for food 13 
- Fishing 7 
- Other activities (crafts, storekeeper and others) 5 
- Activities as teacher and nurse 2 
- Help from relatives, children  2 

 
Who is often helping you?  
- Wife 16 
- Nobody 15 
- Children or others 4 

 
Local aspirations  
What is your perception of your life in the past, present?   
- My life is better now 24 
- My life was better in the past 6 
- My life is more difficult now 3 
- There is no big change between the past and present  1 
   
Your hopes for the young generations?  
- Access to education 29 
- A job as civil servant or in the private business 18 
- They come back to help develop the village 7 
- They have good clothes and enough food 4 
- They can help the elders 3 
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Questions to the head of household 
Response from local people 

(number of answers among 34 
households; more than one response 

allowed) 
 

Your hopes for the development of the village?  
- To get help from the government 24 
- To become an ‘official village’ 15 
- The village can develop itself and became bigger 6 
- I do not know 3 

 
What species of plants and animals are important for the 
protection and maintenance of forest functions?   

 

- Bird of paradise 21 
- Cassowary 13 
- Crocodile 9 
- Crops and wild trees 8 
- Damar/ resin trees 7 
- Kangaroo 5 
- Sago 5 
- Eaglewood 4 
- Other kind of animals 3 
- Cuscus 3 
- Other (sacred sites, etc) 3 

 
Who has knowledge about forest in the village?  
- Almost everybody knows  24 

 
Threats of human activities on the environment  
What is disturbing the maintenance of environmental 
functions and uses 

 

- Use of poison  13 
- Over-extraction of plants and animals 11 
- Opening a garden on the slope or top of a mountain 10 
- Using burning techniques for gardening 9 
- Logging activities at a big scale 9 
- There is no threat, or I do not know 6 

 
What are the advantages of these activities?  
- Earning a lot of income 27 
- There is no advantage or I do not know 6 
- Avoid disturbance from animals  3 
- Advantage as landowner 3 

 
Local perception of danger  
What threats/diseases can be dangerous?  
- Sickness 26 
- Natural disaster 17 
- Logging company or Dam 4 
- War 3 
- Hunger 1 

 
How to avoid or reduce these dangers?  
- Use traditional medicines 14 
- Nothing can be done, let it be. 9 
- Get medicines from a doctor 7 
- Pray 7 
- Other activities 5 
- Cancel company activities 4 

 
If you know these problems will come, what will you do?  
- Praying 11 
- Use traditional medicine 9 
- Move to another place 7 
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Questions to the head of household 
Response from local people 

(number of answers among 34 
households; more than one response 

allowed) 
- Have other activities 6 
- Looking for medicine from nurse of doctor 5 
- Just stay in the village 5 

 
Restrictions and taboo  
What are the taboos, restrictions on the use of plants, 
animals and other forest products? 

 

- Cutting particular trees. For example, it is forbidden to 
cut the Mocian tree, growing in the mountains, because it 
can bring a disease called Akure.  

13 

- There is no taboo or restriction 11 
- Hunting particular animals. For examples do not kill big 
snakes because it will cause heavy rains, do not kill the 
snake called Sawa because it is supposed to be the 
ancestor of the Kwerba people. 

6 

- Going to special places. For example, do not go in the 
lake of the Moab River, because there are crocodile 
phantoms. Do not go in sacred places because there are 
poisonous plants and you can die. 

6 

- Eating specific plants and animals. For example, kids 
cannot eat pork when they are too young, because they 
can become sick (short breath). Do not eat young shoots 
of pinang tree called Gana, because your eyes will be 
sick. 

2 

 
Are there special traditional rules concerning land and 
forest clearing? 

 

- No 20 
- Yes 12 
 

4.6 Participatory mapping  
Participatory mapping of land-types and natural resources was started in the first few days in the 
village.  Before going to the field, a 1:50,000 basemap covering the Kwerba area was printed from 
existing digital layers of rivers and village locations, by CI-Papua. 

In Kwerba, the process of mapmaking started very informally, with several villagers looking over our 
shoulders, while we were preparing extra copies of the basemap on the first day. They were very 
interested in the map and several times called in other community members to ‘come and see’. We 
noted that people needed very little explanation to understand the map, despite the fact that few of 
them have seen maps before. 

They provided names for the main tributaries off the Mamberamo River (already included on the 
basemap), and drew in many additional tributaries with their names. As each tributary belong to 
specific marga, these clan members are most knowledgeable about that particular area.  

The next step was much assisted by this preparatory work: four different groups (men-women, 
young and old) were presented with basemaps that already had names on them for reference and 
were asked to draw resources and land types where they occur. To prepare for this, they listed 
these features and decided what symbol to use to represent them (see Table 4-2). 
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Table 4-2.  Features that Kwerba people decided to draw on the map 
 

LAND TYPES / SPECIAL FEATURES RESOURCES 

Village Crocodiles 
Former village Good fishing spot 
Former village in cave Cassowary 
Cave (with bats) Wild pig 
Large tributary Crowned pigeon 
Small stream Birds of Paradise 
Lake  Ground kangaroo  
Swamp Tree kangaroo 
Old fallow Coconut garden 
Mountain top Rattan 
Sacred place / tuan tanah Damar trees 
Hunting place (general) Sago garden 
Hunting place for wild pigs Natural gas (gas bumi) 
Airstrip Banana garden 
 Bird nest cave (swiftlets) 
 Gaharu 

 
 
The four groups met 3-4 times for 1-4 hours and filled in the basemaps with many symbols. In 
general, the men were more able to delineate features at greater distance from the village and 
women knew more about the area directly surrounding of the village. 

Team members combined all the features drawn by the different groups onto one basemap, which 
was displayed publicly for over two weeks to allow people to comment. In the final days of our stay, 
two small groups of older men, from different marga, re-checked the information, corrected names 
and added symbols.  We discussed how we could assure the longevity of the map. It was decided 
we would take the final version away to make a few additional copies, laminate the original in 
plastic and return it to the village. CI and CIFOR received permission to each keep a copy. 

During the mapping process, we made sure not to talk about mapping in terms of ‘ownership’ or 
‘territory’, as boundary issues are very sensitive in the area. Fortunately, we had included a large 
enough area around Kwerba on the basemap to include the main area Kwerba perceives to be 
‘theirs’, and where people collect their resources. 

On the last day some features were added in the ‘daerah Burmeso’, on the other side of the 
Mamberamo, because one or some of the community members own the land there.  

The Kwerba community considers the map as their product and a major output from the work with 
our team (Figure 4-1).  
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Figure 4-1.  Portion of the final Kwerba community resource map   
 

4.7 Plot selection and distribution 
The community resources map served as a basis for selecting field sample locations. The village 
team helped the field team by discussing locations with community members in advance. We 
intended to sample all land types as recognized by local people, but due to difficult terrain, 
accessibility and distance, this was not always possible (e.g. damar forest can only be found at 
great distance from the village in the mountains and would require several days of walking).   

As Figure 4-2 shows, samples were concentrated around the village, with the exception of two 
sampling areas (plot 63, at the side of a small lake in the mountains, which took four hours of  
walking to reach, and plot 65 that required a boat trip).  As ‘primary forest’ is the dominant cover 
type in the area, most samples were in forest, but other common land types like ‘garden’ and 
‘fallow’ have been recorded too  (see Table 4-3 for full list of plots). All selected sites were 
considered important for local use.  In addition to sample plots, the ethnobotany team gathered 
botanical samples elsewhere (i.e. outside of the designated plots) in order to bolster information on 
plant uses. These extra samples were targeted based on plant-use information obtained by the 
socio-economics team, as well as from the community informants. 
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Figure 4-2. Distribution field plo
 

ts around Kwerba 
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Table 4-3. Sample site description of e

Plot (Local Name) (utm) (utm) (m) Veget
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4.8 Botanical summary 
As we have not yet received final identifications from the Herbarium, we cannot yet say anything 
definitive about species richness. But we can present a summary of our estimated ‘best guess’ 
number of species in each plot, on the basis of ‘temporary field names’ as apparent morpho-
species. This is presented in Table 4-4.  
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Table 4-4.  Total estimated number of species per life form, per plot 
 

 ------- Number of species recorded per data-population life form ------- 
Plot Land Type Number of Trees Herbs, etc* Seedling Monocots SaTree Stems pling Shrubs 

51 Fallow 40 10 56 2 2 5 2 
55 Fallow 40 22 74 1 2 3 1 
58 Fallow 40 12 42 3 2 2 2 
53 Primary forest 36 69 1 

 forest 103 3 
ary forest 29 69 3 1 1 

59 Primary forest 40 27 61 3 2 3 
60 Primary forest 40 18 32 3 3 2 1 
61 Primary forest 40 22 43 2 2 2 2 
62 Primary forest 40  

 forest 39 26 
y forest 40 13 1 1  

keside 40 2 2 

Garden 33 12  3 
Sago garden 24  

23 
24 

3 1 
2 1 

- 
1 
2 
1 

54 Primary
56 Prim

40 
40 

24 50 3 2 
3 

2 
3 

2 
2 64 Primary

65 Primar
54 
3

2 
3 5 3

63 La
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 1 45 3 2 3 

52 42 2 2 3 
57 6 43 2 2 2 1 

 
* Herbs, palms, climbers and epi
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Table 4-5 shows a breakdow
recorded in the non-tree sam

Table 4-5.  Total number of estimated species per life form in 5 x 40m transects 

Plot 

Life form Code 

1 3 61 64  5 55 58 5 54 56 59 60  62  65 63 52 57 

Climber Ferns  1   4 1 3 CF    3 2 1  2 
E s      3 1   piphyte E    1 1  
E  Ferns E 2 2 7 15 6 4 5 3 4 4 1 piphytic F   3 1  
F 7 7 2 14 15 11 5 7 3 5 10erns F   3 2  5 
H H 13 19 9 13 30 14 11 10 8 12erbs  9 9 4 10  6 
L LF 1 2 1    1    iana Figs ig   2  2  
C ody a) LL 14 19 20 11 2 2 7 18 7 10limber (non wo Lian 13 1 0 13 19 16 1  24 
P Pa 1 2 2 5 4 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 andanus 2  2 
P Pl 7 2 3 3  3 4 4 2  alms 8 6  1 3 2  
S S 1 2    2   trangler Figs Fig     1   3 
T T 1 3 1 5 4 6 1 3 2 4ree Palms Pl    1  1   
W W 9 16 3 10 12 2 2 7 3 4oody Liana L 12 11 6 1  1 
T 56 74 42 69 1 43 54 5 42otal  03 69 61 32 50 31 4  43 
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4.9 Forest structure 
A summary of some key structural characteristics of the forest tree communities is provided in 
T rg diam s are  in plot garde  talles ean ca and 

). The ‘furcation indices’ (a measure of 
‘branching’ expected to be low in previously disturbed vegetation) are low in some of the forest 

rest structural characteristics 

Land type Plot 
Number 

trees 
(planted*) 

Average 
diameter 

(cm) 

Max 
diameter 

(cm) 
Average 
Ht  (m) 

Max Ht 
(m) 

Average 
F index 

StdDev F 
index 

able 4-6. The la est eter stem  found 52 ( n). The t m nopy 
trees occur in plot 56 (primary forest) and 63 (lakeside forest

plots as well as in other land types.  

 

Table 4-6. Fo

Fallow 51 40 16.86 40 12.62 25 1.02 3.11 
Fallow 55 40 20.79 55 14.18 65 0.14 0.27 
Fallow 58 40 (1) 16.26 29 11.83 17 0.5 0.45 
Primary forest 53 36 20.51 43 24.6 55 0.04 0.14 
Primary forest 54 40 23.82 110 18.36 60 0.06 0.14 
Primary forest 56 40 24.47 106.5 22.44 78 (?) 0.08 0.14 
Primary forest 59 40 21.68 60 21.9 45 0.16 0.19 
Primary forest 60 40 21.08 57.7 21.73 45 0.12 0.12 
Primary forest 61 40 21.41 63.7 19.58 45 0.13 0.12 
Primary forest 62 40 22.89 60 22.33 45 21.63 23.95 
Primary forest 64 39 24.69 110 18.56 38 7.26 13.19 
Primary forest 65 40 20.87 52.4 17.25 40 14.13 23.28 
Lake forest 63 40 23.11 51.1 22.77 75 17.25 19.08 
Garden 52 33 (10) 24.32 150 14.57 30 2.54 13.01 
Sago garden 57 24 (8?) 23.78 43 11.73 23 0.33 0.44 

*Numbers in brackets are those that have been planted. 

These structural patterns are examined more closely in Figure 4-3 where the Y xis has been 
rescaled with respect to the highest value for each statistic. Again we see that the tallest trees occur 

 the confounding effects 

-a

in the primary forest, while the F–index results are unclear perhaps due to
of tree size.  
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Table 4-7.  Number of non-tree and tree species, valued non-tree and tree species and the 
percentages per plot by land type 

Non-trees Trees 

Land type Plot Number of 
species 

Number of 
uses  % useful  Number of 

species 
Number of 

uses  % useful  

Fallow 51 56 35 62.5 10 10 100 
Fallow 5 74  22  00 5 41 55.4 22 1
Fallow 5 42  12  00 8 26 61.9 12 1
Primary forest 5 6  8.0 2  .9 3 9 40 5  3 17 73
Primary forest 5 10  5.3 24  .8 4 3 57 5  23 95
Primary forest 5 6  2.2 2  0 6 9 36 5  9 29 10
Primary forest 5 6  9.3 2  .3 9 1 24 3  7 26 96
Primary forest 6 3  5.0 1  .4 0 2 8 2  8 17 94
Primary forest 6 4  1.2 2  0 1 3 22 5  2 22 10
Primary forest 6 5  6.0 2  0 2 0 28 5  4 24 10
Primary forest 6 5  5.6 2 .34 4 30 5  6 24 92  
Primary forest 65 36 13 36.1 13 13 100 
Lakeside forest 63 45 20 44.4 21 18 85.7 
Garden 52 42 24 57.1 12 12 100 
Sago garden 43 44.2 3 3 100 57 19 
Total  819  .28 2  95.90  423 50 86 272

 

he number of specie l ed per e s g s b e T 4 r 
on-tree species and le  f e  

u se no ree spe s p plot by l d t e 
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t c
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 Table 4-8. N mber of u ful n-t cie er an yp
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R
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n 
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O
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ta

l 
Fallow 51 0 7 2 16 2 4 0 0 4 0 6 4 0 16 8 69 
Fallow 55 0 4 0 20 1 1 1 0 0 0 7 2 4 12 5 57 
Fallow 58 0 11 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 7 0 31 
Primary forest 

 
y forest 5  

rimary forest 59 0 6 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 8 1 26 
2 0 10 
4 1 24 

4 21 
3 42 

2 1 18 
6 1 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 2 26 

arden 52 0 3 0 19 0 1 0 0 5 0 7 2 1 7 2 47 
0 2 0 23 

Total  0 94 13 146 12 28 1 0 21 0 48 22 16 84 41 526 

53 0 0 10 14 4 10 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 42 
Primary forest 54 0 7 0 7 0 3 0 0 6 0 5 2 3 2 9 44 
Primar 6 0 14 0 9 2 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 8 5 46 
P
Primary forest 60 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Primary forest 61 0 9 0 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 
Primary forest 62 0 2 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 
Primary forest 64 0 13 0 11 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 2 2 5 
Primary forest 65 0 6 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Lakeside forest 63 0 
G
Sago garden 57 0 2 0 13 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 
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Table 4-9. Number of useful tree species per plot by land type 
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Fallow 51 0 0 6 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 1 21 
Fallow 55 1 1 9 10 3 1 1 0 
Fallow 58 0 1 7 5 2 5 0 0 
Primary forest 53 0 5 0 15 0 5 0 0 
Primary forest 54 1 0 11 13 2 3 0 0 
Primary forest 56 2 0 15 13 2 8 0 3 
Primary forest 59 2 2 18 12 2 4 0 0 
Primary forest 60 0 0 9 11 2 2 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 6 2 35 
0 0 0 0 0 6 1 28 
3 0 1 8 3 5 1 46 
0 0 1 0 0 0 8 39 
1 0 1 0 0 1 2 48 
0 0 1 0 0 4 2 47 
0 0 2 1 0 0 3 30 

 forest 61 2 0 7 12 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 3 33 
rimary forest 62 2 6 11 13 4 9 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 5 3 56 

Primary forest 64 1 3 10 16 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 6 41 
1 2 28 

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 42 
arden 52 0 1 6 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 4 1 30 

Sago garden 57 0 1 2 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 15 
Total  15 22 134 161 32 51 1 4 5 1 16 11 5 44 37 539 

Primary
P

Primary forest 65 3 0 10 6 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lakeside forest 63 1 2 13 11 5 4 0 
G

 
Non-tree species are valued by local people for all use categories except for the category ‘boat 
construction’, ‘hunting place’ and ‘marketable items’. The local people use the plants mostly for 
food, cordage/weave and tools. We found some interesting plant-values, for instance some of trees 
are used as a source of caterpillars, which are collected for food. Several plants are used for magic 
to avoid disease or to cure children from illness. Here we include these problematic plant-uses 
under the ’other’ category.  
 
Richer plots provide more useful species for both trees and other vegetation (Figure 4-4). 
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Figure 4-4. How richness of uses increases with species diversity in all plots (15 plots) in 
both trees (above, previous page) and non-trees (below) 
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Figure 4-6. % useful species by value class for tree 

on values for non-trees, while trees are most 
often valued for food, tools and heavy construction (building houses). These uses are very 

portant for the Kwerba people and these results are highly correlated to the scoring exercises of 

 ch s 
The research do
relevant to, the 

ed th
direct auguring 
many occurrenc

yed th g 
e’s eside forest and sago 

garden.   

 

Figure 4-7.  Landscape types (land types) distribution in the MLA field survey of Kwerba  
 

 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the types of counted values amongst all the separate plant records. 
Food, cordage/weave and tools are the most comm

im
the importance of land types. 

4.11 Soil aracteristic
cumented here is to clarify and summarize information that might facilitate, or be 

future development and management of the region.   

at sandstone and siltstone dominate the bedrock over the region, (seen through 
and examining riverbank rock outcrops).  The hilly regions around Kwerba show 
es of more solid rock (probably igneous). 

We observ

We surve
in the villag

e characteristics of local soil as much as possible to cover all land types occurrin
region (Figure 4-7), i.e. primary forest, garden, fallow, lak
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Results 

Primary forest showed the most varied soil characters of all land types examined.  We found that all 
soils have poor drainage (e.g. impeded) and low pH values.  The soil also possesses a coarse 
texture (e.g. sandy) in almost all sites (Table 4-10). 

e 4-10.  Soil description by land types using field observation 

Land types Soil description 

 
Tabl
 

Primary forest 
properties 

olive br , 
ght brownish gray, lig y,  

e gray, pale olive brown, dark 
ark yellowish brown, 

andy
ons rong; roots 

100 cm; drainage quite im 8; 
tisols, Inceptisols and Ultisols

depth 40->100 cm; color dark 
grayish brown, li

own, dark gray, dark grayish brown, olive brown, gray
ht yellowish brown, olive yellow, pale yellow, olive gra
, strong brown, black, very dark grayish gray, olive, light oliv

brown, brown, d yellowish brown, brownish yellow, bluish gray; texture 
 loam, silty loam, loam, loamy sand, sand, clay, silty 
istency very friable, friable, strong, very st

sandy clay loam, clayey loam, s
sand;  structure angular blocky; c
depth 18->
order En

peded-impeded; water table 30->100 cm; pH 4.5-5.
. 

Garden 
properties 

r very dark grayi
sand; structure angular blocky; cons

water table >80 

depth >80 cm; colo sh brown; texture sandy clay loam, sandy loam, 
m; istency friable, very strong; roots depth >60 c

cm; pH 5.7; order Entisols. drainage impeded; 

Fallow 
roperties 

olor very dark gr
live brown, oliv ure sandy clay loam, clayey loam and 

loam;  structure angular blocky; consistency friable, strong; roots depth 40-60 cm; 
drainage impeded; water table >40-80 cm; pH 5.2-5.7; order Inceptisols. 

depth 40->80 cm; c
grayish brown, light o

ayish brown, olive brown, dark grayish brown, 
e gray; text

p

Lakeside depth 12 cm; color dark brown, olive, olive gray; texture loam; structure - ; consistency - 
; roots depth 17 cm; drainage moderate ; water table >80cm; pH 5.5; order Entisols. forest 

properties 

Sago garden 
properties 

depth >100 cm; color very dark grayish brown, very dark gray; texture sandy clay loam, 
sandy loam; structure - ; consistency - ; roots depth - ; drainage very impeded; water 
table 0 cm; pH 5.9; order Entisols. 
 

 

 
Soil Classification 

rders weT
re

hree soil o re encountered (Table 4-11).  Inceptisols were by far the most prevalent being 
e s, while Entisols and bserved at three sites.   

Ta e f soil types/or  and visible characteristics  
 

Soil ty scription of visible characteristics 

cord d at nine site Ultisols were each o

bl 4-11.  Description o der distribution

pes Location  De

Entisols sago garden:   
plot 52, 57 and 63  

olive gray, dark grayish brown, very d
drainage moderate to very im

Lakeside forest, garden and Soil depth 12 cm - 1 m; color dark brown, olive, 
ark gray; 

peded. 
Primary forest:  

t 53 , 5 d 65  
Soil depth 30 cm - 1 m; color black, olive, brown, 

low, gra peded. plo , 54, 56 9, 64 an yel y; drainage quite im
Ince  

ow:
 51, d 5

depth 1 m; col ry dark grayish brown, 
ve brown, dark g h brown, grayish brown, 
t olive brown, o ray; drainage impeded. 

ptisols
Fall   

 plot 55 an 8  

Soil or ve
oli rayis
ligh live g

Ulti  ar t: 
 60, nd 

il depth 60 cm – 1 m; color black, olive, 
wn, yellow, gra inage impeded to very 
eded. 

sols Prim y fores
Plot  61 a 62 

So
bro y; dra
imp
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Fertility 

The s en red  div ut fertility onsistently low e 4-12).  This is because 
of li d ca ch apa EC), low c carbon and phosphorus (Table 4-13).  The 
poo C o so ows d time t macro‘ nutrient w carbon and 
pho rus lan th a ductivity

 
able 4-12.  Fertility class of Kwerba land types using Indonesian Soil Research Center 

criteria 

 soil counte  were erse, b  was c (Tabl
mite tion ex ange c city (C  organi
r CE f these ils all rain an o leach ’ s.  Lo
spho  limit p t grow nd pro .   

T

 
No Land types Fertility class 

1 Primary forest Low, Very low 
2 Garden Low 
3 Fallow <5 yrs Low 

Low 
Low 

4 Lakeside forest 
5 Sago garden 

 
 
Table 4-13.  Soil chemical characteristics from the sample sites (0-20 cm) 
 

Plot No. C 
(%) 

P2O5
(ppm) 

K2O 
(ppm) 

CEC 
me/100g 

Base Saturation 
(%) 

51 1.32 4.6 70.6 9.18 45 
52 0.84 8 86.1 14.70 100 
53 1.13 27.0 70.3 8.53 48 
54 1.98 17 109.8 15.38 87 
55 1.27 22 92.6 22.38 95 
56 2.12 30 85.7 17.16 100 
57 7.00 3.5 70.4 32.35 74 
58 1.73 5.0 96.1 9.57 70 

60 1.27 4.9 85.4 4.91 6 
1  1

62 1.69 15 
 8    

N
242.5 

59 1.41 78 142.1 21.33 89 
 6

6 2.12 12.3 86.3 
92.5 

13.
12.97 

4 60 
84 

63 1.1 5.4 76.2 11.56 83
64 o data 
65 2.20 18 20.98 99 

 
 
The most oil cep ound s s.  Thes  were rker, n 

nic m nd showed fewer signs of leaching.  The lea roductive soils are Entisols on hill
ry fore all .  Such soils are relatively co on but maint ing ve ation cover in 
 sites is important, as these areas have limited productive potential. 

rted crop 
y the people of Kwerba as no wild sago was ever found there. There is considerable traditional 

 fertile s s are In tisols f  on fore ted area e soils  da richer i
orga
prima

ese

atter, a st p y 
st and f ow mm ain get

th

 
Land Evaluations 

Sago represents the staple food in Kwerba, planted in orchards in swampy areas not far from the 
village, at the bottom of small valleys. The orchards are usually monospecific, but are sometimes 
mixed with banana gardens, with common land use rights. Sago is considered as an impo
b
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knowledge related to varieties adapted to the local conditions. Results of land evaluation are 
provided in Table 4-14.  Using the criteria of the Indonesian Department of Agriculture that refers to 

iculture without fert ustained cropping 
us c tho le art  inputs ed.  Most land is en

 (N) or m ly s r a ltural c nuts itabl sites 
becau o os ns and ol allows a rgina le 
g field u oa nut, rub  and oil ary

s (e rd itab arginally itable fo me 
possibl o roa mploying regular in ilizer r 
tential. 

14.  Nu  cla cro yp
itability r 

permanent agr
for most obvio

ilizers (Bina Program 1997), opportunities for s
rops (wi
arginal

ut large-sca
uitable (S3) fo

ificial
gricu

) are limit
rops. Pea

tirely 
e in any unsuitable

evaluated 
are not su

se of high l cal rainfall.  M t garde d f ppear ma lly suitab
for growin

 site
rice, cocon ts, coffee, coc , candle ber palm.  Prim  forest and 

swampy
 

.g. sago ga en) are unsu le or m su r these sa crops.  It 
remains e that agro-f restry or app ches e puts of fert  may offe
some po  

 
Table 4- mber of sites’ suitability ss by 

Su
p and land t es (n=15) 

 Class foLa
ty No. Cacao Candlenut Rubber Coffee Rice Pepper Peanut Coconut Oil 

palm 

nd 
pes 

Plot 

Garden 52 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 N S3 N 
Lakeside 
fo 63 N N N N N N N N N 

Fa  

P
fo

2, 
S3, 
N 

S
ga N 

rest 

llow  51, 55, 
58 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 N S3 S3

rimary 
rest 

53,54,56, 
59-62, 
64,65 

S3, N S3, N S3, N S3, N 
S2, 
S3, 
N 

S3, N N S2, S3, 
N 

S

ago 
rden 57 N N N N N N N N 

 

 

areas only because they use a shifting system with long fallows in which crop nutrition is derived 
 burning or decomposition, rather than from the underlying soil.   

 

The main limiting factors varied according to crop and the site: poor drainage, high rainfall, shallow
soil depth and low pH (Table 4-15).  We conclude that the area is marginally suitable for sustaining 
these crops.  Local communities can produce crops (i.e. sweet potato, coconut, etc.) from these 

from vegetation, through

 
Table 4-15.  Limiting factors of land suitability classes for sustained crop production in 15
sample sites based on standard criteria  

-------------Limiting Factors------------------------ Commodity 
Depth Drainage pH Rainfall Texture Slope 

Field rice shallow/2 impeded/13 low/4 - coarse/5 steep/2 

Oil Palm shallow/2 impeded/13 low/2 - coarse/5 steep/2 
epper shallow/2 impeded/13 low/7 - coarse/5 steep/2 

coarse/5 steep/2 
coarse/5 steep/2 

ut shall coarse/5 steep/2 
shall ed/13 lo /15 coarse/5 steep/2 
shallo ed/13 lo coarse/5 steep/2 

 shall ded/13 lo - coarse/5 steep/2 

P
Cocoa shallow/15 impeded/14 low/7 - 
Coffee shallow/15 impeded/13 low/7 - 
Cocon ow/2 impeded/13 - - 
Peanut 
Rubber 

ow/2 imped
w/15 imped

w/7 too high
w/7 - 

Candlenut ow/2 impe w/7 

A dash (’-’) means that thi imiting factor; ‘/x’ ref the number of plots where this is limiting.   

imitations analyses ss that if anything, we have 
ui f the wider region  production of cash crops.  Villages are 
he d, and are the foc much of our sampling. More distant sites, for 

xample high on mountainsides, are underrepresented in our survey and will usually have even 
lower suitability.  Given the low fertility of the soils in the region, agro-forestry approaches and 

s is not a l ers to 
 
 

e lDespite th  revealed by our  we must str
stained

e
overestimated the s
located on or near t

tability o
 best lan

 for su
us of 

e
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application of fertilizers (including organic-matter and lime) appear necessary to obtain any 
sustained agricultural productivity – though the erosion hazard remains a severe limitation.  

Samples from the area centered o
crops evaluated.  This area appea

n Kwerba village (i.e. garden and old fallow) were ‘best’ for most 
rs to benefit from restricted igneous rocks, has good drainage 

st suitable samples (of any crops evaluated) were found in the poorly 
 areas, but we note that these are the places where sago grows best.   

s 

).    

able 4-16. Terminology used by local people to classify soils 

u Indonesian Glossary English Glossary 

and flat topography.  The lea
drained soils around swampy

Local Perceptions 

Result of interviews with local informants about their knowledge of soil, land, and land-use practice
illustrate an intimate dependence of communities on their land for cultivation and for many other 
values.  People cultivate soils to produce their staple foods. Soil is also used for fixing boats, 
ceramics (for cooking), face painting and sometimes for medicine.  Land is also used for burial, and 
can also be designated as a site for specific purposes.   

People’s perceptions reflect culture and experiences in utilizing land.  Local people revealed a 
simple nomenclature and evaluation of soils (8 terms to describe 15 plots, Table 4-16

 
T

Kh

kapar ihiu kekuningan yellowish color 
ihi nukan 
icim

merah red color 
 hitam black color 

t iat c
h putih whi lor 
p pasir berlumpur mu sand 
t coklat brown or 
i m lumpur mud 

akam berl lay 
atupi te co
itiu aribau ddy 

ita kutai 
ic/mimira

col
pinacir

 
I eived that fertile sites a aracteri  by yellow  color, friab and quite  if 
w ow potential for cu tion soil  indicate  occurrenc f stones.

4.12 Scoring Exercises 

Land and forest types 

T rcises of land an e Kwerba ge can be n at Tabl . 
‘V ighest score in all cases except one women’s p that val  ‘garden’
m r collecting food such banana orn). ‘Villa s conside
im nd prote g their fa es and b  amongst tives. Fo
g ortant use the end time he village more often th
w , whil e ked at t rden eve  to look

firewood. ‘Forest’ is second for oups except one wo s group. orest is  
r hunting, firewood, medicinal plants, and many other products. Amongst forest types, ‘unlogged 

 

 

nformants perc
hile soil with l

re ch
lt

zed ish le sticky
  et.  W iva was d by e o  

he mean scoring exe d forest typ s in villa  see e 4-17
illage’ gets the h

fo
grou ued  (18) 

ost important (  as , cassava, ta
i

ro, c ge’ i red 
portant as a place for living a ctin mil eing  rela r both 

roups of men, the village is imp
 to look after their children

beca y sp  at t an 
 f e omen

ood or 
e the wom
all gr

n wor he ga
men’

ryday
 The f

or th
valuedf

fo
forest’ is considered to be the most important for all groups (Table 4-17). Other forest types such as
‘mountain forest’, ‘damar forest’ and ‘swamp forest’ were also considered important. 
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Table 4-17. PDM exercise summary; means per land and forest type for all groups in 
Kwerba village 
 

Land and Forest type Men I Men II Women I Women II Mean ALL 

Village 20 15 14 9 14.5 
Old village 4 10 7 8 7.3 
Sago garden 10 10 10 11 10.3 
River 6 10 11 9 9.0 

p 12 10 11 8 10.3 
Sago hamlet 10 10 11 9 10.0 
Lake 5 10 11 9 8.9 
Garden 14 10 10 18 13.0 
Old garden 2 5 6 7 5.0 
Forest 17 10 9 12 12.0 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Swam

Unlogged forest 22 44 20 26 28.0 
Damar forest 13 25 15 12 16.3 
Mountain forest 22 3 19 14 14.5 
Swamp forest 16 22 16 21 18.8 
Secondary forest (old sago) 17 4 15 13 12.3 
Secondary forest (old garden) 10 2 15 14 10.3 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 

 

ise 
tegory by land and forest types can be seen in Table 4-17. ‘Forest’ provides many 

sources (plants and animals) used by l p le heir living an ntribute their well-
being. ‘River’ is considered as the secon p n d categories  f t because it pro ides 
fish, crocodiles, and transportation.  

In the forest type category, un r e e e co or o l u classes
firewood and future. People i e  v e e c t o ro ec a r o
garden), for the future they va  d r st b 1 n re g lt s s

each land types e s at Ta -19. Fo n o or e a
orest has been giv 0  t o  p in this h in overa r  

rest is given a lo c co p with oth n p

 
By each use-classes category, the community generally considered ‘forest’ as the most important 
land types except for the ‘food’ and ‘firewood’ categories. The village mean for the PDM exerc
er use cap

re loca
d im

est g
illag
 fore

eop
orta

ts th
gen
 (Ta

 for t
t lan
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rally 
le 4-
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se-
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v
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ses 
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ed fo
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8). A

re f
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 inte

pt 
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e-cla
category of also can b een ble 4 r hu ting t ols, nam nts nd 
basketry, f en 1 0 by he w man grou  village. W ile ll sco ing
exercises, fo wer s ore m ared er la d ty es.  
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Table 4-18. PDM exercise summary; means per land and forest type, by use-classes for all 
groups (each result is the mean of four groups, two groups of men and two groups of 
women) 
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w
oo
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B
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/c
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O
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m
s 

H
un

tin
g 

to

Village 10 1 5 9 .5  0.5 24.5 13.3.8 4 3 6 2.5 1.5 8.5 10 7.5 
Old village 6.8 5.8 6.5 3.3 8 4.3 4 0 4.3 

arden 11 5 5 .3 .8  2.5 11 2.8 4.3 0 14 
10.3 11.3 5 3.3 8.3 .3  1 24.8 22 9.8 

7 6.3 4.5 3.5 .5 .3   2 2.3 0 4.5 
11 5.8 13.3 16 1  9.3 10.5 6.8 0 13.8
9. 10 4 2.8 5.5  5 15.5 19.5 6.5 7.8 
15 10.8 6.3 3 .8  1.3 10.5 7.3 
4.8 7 19. .5 .5 .5  6 2 3.8 0 4.8 
13 23.8 31. 8.5 .5 58.0 1 5 33.0 36.5 20.8
100 100 100 00 00 0 0  1  1 100 100 100 

 0.8 1 3. 4 3 9.5 
Sago g .5  10.3 0 9 5 2.3 
River 1 16 19.3 8.3 4 4.8 8.8 
Swamp 3 3 2.5 6.3 .8 3.5 3.5 
Sago hamlet .5  0.5 1 5 4 2.8 
Lake 3 .5 1 7 4. 9.5 4.3 1.8 
Garden 4.8 4 25.3 2.8 0 10 6.3 
Old garden 3 15.3 4 4 11 7.8 .8 .3 5.8 
Forest .3 3 33.8 4 36 20.8 53.5 9.5 1.5 
Total  1 1 10 10 100 00 00 100 
Unlogged forest 28.3 35.3 40.3 37.0 64.5 43.5 30.5 43.5 53.8 46.3 43.8 51 51.8 27.0
Damar forest 10.5 10 8.8 0 8.3 10.5 5.5 15 6.75 7.5 7 7.5 8 20.3

20 18 
10.5
9.8 

 7.8 14.5
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Mountain forest 12.8 16.5 21 9.25 15 16.3 12.8 12.8 17.3 22 13.8 17 
Swamp forest 10 8.5 5.25 11 6.5 7.5 5 7 7.5 8.3 8 8 6.5 
Secondary forest (Old sago) 24.5 14.8 9.5 29.3 0.5 8.5 6.5 9.8 4.5 10.8 8.9 9.3 6 
Secondary forest (Old garden) 14 15 15.3 13.5 5.3 13.8 39.8 12 10.3 5.3 18.8 7.8
Total 
 
 
 
Table 4-19. Example PDM o m rent land  units by erba 
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f i portance of diffe

 

s type  women in Kw

Sa
go
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Sa
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O
ld
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ar
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ALL 14 7 11 11 11 10 9 100 10 11 6
Food 10 6 12 7 10 10 12 100 16 10 7
Medicine 11 8 10 9 13 11 12 100 

8 8 10 6 6 8 17 100 
  -  -  -  -  -  - 33 100 

 -  - 26  - 20  - 54 100 
 -  -  -  -  -  - 39 100 
 -  - 36  -  - 19 17 100 

age  -  -  -  -  -  - 100 100 
t/ritual  -  -  -  -  -  - 100 100 

ble items  -  - 17  - 21 12 19 100 
unting tools  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 100 100 

8 9 9
Light construction 6 16 15
Heavy construction 24 26 17
Boat construction  -  -  -
Tools 35 26  -
Firewood  -  - 28
Basketry/cord  -  -  -
Ornam

arketa
en  -

16
 -

15
 -
 -M

H
Hunting place  -  -  - 29  -  - 29  -  - 42 100 
Recreation 25  -  - 24  -  -  - 11  - 40 100 
Future 21  - 21  -  - 20 7 10  - 21 100 
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Relative importance of forest in the past, present, future  

Scoring exercises compared the importance forest 30 years ago, now and in 20 years time (see 

 future importance of forest. Mean of four groups 
wo groups of men and two groups of women)  

 30 years ago Now In 20 years 

Table 4-20). Forest is seen to increase in overall value. ‘Forest’ in the past had little value for 
recreation and future category, but these have increased gradually. In the future, the local people 
have allocated the ‘forest’ for their children and traditionally they already have land ownership 
based on adat rule.  

Table 4-20. PDM for the past, present and
(t
 

All (sum=100) 17.3 37.8 45.0 
Food 9.5 17.5 13.5 
M
L

edicine 14.8 3.0 4.8 
ight construction 8.3 1.8 1.3 
eavy construction 6.5 12.8 10.8 
oat construction 4.5 8.5 7.5 
ools 7.3 8.8 8.3 
irewood 7.5 9.0 7.8 

9.8 
unting tools 11.3 8.5 9.0 

Hunting place 6.0
Recreation 2.5 2.8 4.0 
Future 4.8 4.8 7.0 
Total  100 100 100 

H
B
T
F
Basketry/cordage 7.8 5.8 7.3 
Ornament/ritual 8.0 0.8 3.0 
Marketable items 1.5 10.0 
H

 6.3 6.3 

 

For ‘in the past’, ‘me ts the highest s he category ‘m cine’ included magic to 
protect, or cure them , protect them from tribal war, o void enemies or ghosts. 
‘Hunting tools’ were he pas provide for livelih  (hunting) and for use in war. 
The main importanc ow’ and ‘in the future’ is for food and for heavy construction 
(building houses).   

 
Distance and im nce of land ty

be seen in Table 4-21. ‘Garden’ and ‘river’ 
nt land types if the distance is one hour’s walk 

from their village. These land types supply resources of food and water to provide for their daily 

dicine’ ge c re. To edi
 from disease
also important in t

r to a
oodt to 

e of forest for ‘n

porta pes 

The summary scoring exercises (PDM) for distance can 
were considered by all groups as the most importa

livelihood. When the distance from the village increases, the importance accorded to the forest also 
increases, and the forest becomes the most important landscape element, providing plenty of 
valued resources including food and water. 
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Table 4-21. PDM exercise summary; distance from the village to each land type. Mean of 
ur groups (two composed of men, and two of women)  

Distance (from village to land type) 

fo
 

Land type 
1 hour 4 hours 

Old village 6 5 
Garden 21 21 

15 
Old garden 11 2 

10 12 
11 21 

River 20 14 
Swamp 5 2 
Sago hamlet 11 

Sago garden 
Forest 
Lake 6 7 
Total 100 100 

 
 
Importance of the sources of products  

The scoring amongst sources of products aims to compare the importance of the wild, cultivated 
 

). Meanwhil il  ‘farmed’ animals (both 1
nimal prod eo age (9%). 

 
 

 

 products (plants and animals) in Kwe . Mean four 
g ps  of m women)  
 
 
I port ecies and

S cies requires the informant to sco each va egory 
for fores ucts then ran  important’ spe s (plant and mals s ly) for 
e cat ble 4-22 mple ‘food’ impor for plants and animals f m one of 
the wom s. Table 4 mmary result of th  user’s val e of ‘food, fir wood and 
h vy co ction’ importa ts.   

 

and purchased products. Plants are rated more important in total. Figure 4-8 show that ‘cultivated
plants’ (21%) get the highest score from all groups, followed by ‘wild plants’ (19%) and ‘bought 
plants’ (15%
Purchased a

e, local pe
ucts are less

opl
 impo
e value the ‘w

rtant to p
d’ as much as
ple in this vill

8%). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-8. PDM resources
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T - rti cies importan e for fo en in werba 
P  Anima 46

able 4
lants

22. Example po on of PDM of spe
 54

c od by wom K
ls 

P sion Loc LUVx100* Provisional ID Local Name PDM LUVx100
M xylon Na 0.112 Goura Maris 12 0.238

rovi al ID al name PDM
etro  sp. muk 13 victoria 

A arpus Tam 0.086 Varanus n 10.75 0.213
Dioscorea Pap 0.164 Megapoda 9 0.178
P hoca uosus Mo 0.043 Peroryctes raffrayana 9.5 0.188

Intsia bijug Ce 0.052 Dorcopsis hageni Hower (lao-lao) 12 0.238
Arenga mi a Kati 0.052 Dendrolagus spp Habwa 8.25 0.163
N rolep Kan 0.069 Sus scrofa celebensis Ci c 10.5 0.208
i rminate Kw 0.078 Casuarius unappendiculatu Kamah 9.25 0.183
Gnetum gn Wac 14 0.121 Dendrolagus goodfellowi pulcherrimus 9.75 0.193
i rmin Ere Antech lanurus Kahuk 9 0.178

 Tot 0.862 Total 100 1.980

rtoc  communis eh 10 spp Kapahe
trifolia ar 19 Koreta 

As an  arat rpus venen rac 5 i

a 
arp

cerih 6
croc a 6

eph is sp. ar 8  x pi
ndete arah 9 s 

emon Karah 
ndete ate min 10 0.086 inus me

al 100
 Re Remai 200 3.961mainder 200 1.724 nder 

*  is user’s val x that can be compared across classes.  

 
 
 
Table 4- ple of L ant species fo fire nd bu
c tru ategories. 

LUV x 100 

LUV the local ue: a relative inde

23. Exam UV importance pl r food, wood a ilding 
ons ction c  

  No. me Firew od B  Local na Provisional ID Food o uilding
1 Ahay Diplazium esculentum 0.0 5 6   
2 Ahok Myristicaceae  0.0 4 

0.2 4 
0.304 

w 
 

ah 0.0 3 
 

0.479 

 
  0.099 

17 Huhur Drypetes sp.  0.088  

0.083 
28 Kiyau indeterminate 0.033   

0.032 0.132 
 

33 Micebua Macaranga mappa  0.072 0.157 
M ai minate  0.13

3 M rac carpus

6  
3 Akan Ficus sp.  2  
4 Amuwa Palaquium sp.   
5 Apipaniu

Aruk 
Terminalia sp.   0.083 

0.297 6 Dracontomelon sp.
indeterminate 

  
7 Cakw 3   
8 Cecerih

Cirih 
Intsia bijuga 
Intsia bijuga 

0.1 6 
 
3   

9  
10 Emen indeterminate  0.080  
11 Eremin indeterminate 0.109   
12 Hapau 

Harut 
indeterminate  0.1 4 

 
4  

13 Spatiglottis sp. 0.1 6 
 
3  

14 Hihor indeterminate 0.248 0.058 
15 Hiber Pometia pinnata 0.142 0.216  
16 Hohora Rhopaloblaste sp.  0.080 

18 Iden indeterminate  0.080  
19 Ir indeterminate  0.432  
20 Itan Ginacanthera sp.  0.072  
21 Kanar Nephrolepis sp. 0.142   
22 Kanawar Calamus sp.   0.157 
23 Kaniu Caryota tumphiana 0.027   
24 Kaniunamuk Metroxylon sp. 0.071   
25 Katen Polyalthia sp.   0.058 
26 Katia Arenga microcarpa 0.033   
27 Kheirim Gronophyllum sp.   

29 Kuih Alphitonia sp.  
30 Kwakau indeterminate 0.076  
31 Kwantan Glochidion sp.  0.216  
32 Kwekar indeterminate 0.038 0.072 0.314 

34 
5 

ir
o

indeter
Paratho

6  
  venenuosus 0.027  
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 LUV x 100  No. L l n l ID Firewoca ame Provisiona  Food ood Building 
36 N uk Metroxylon sp.  am  0.076 0.339 
37 N uk- Metroxylon sp.   

O auw indeterminate  
P u indeterminate   
P ic indeterminate   
P ar Dioscorea trifo 80   
P nic Hopea sp.  0.12
P  Gulubia costa  
P  Licuala sp.   
P u indeterminate 33  
P h indeterminate  0.07
T eh Artocarpus co 0.305   
T r terminate   
T kwa metra sp.  0.08
W  Gnetum gnem 0.056 0.083 
W ac Terminalia sp. 0.09
W c   0.216  

am tac  0.083 
38 nip   0.132 
39 aki 0.049

33
 

40 
41 

aku
ap

0.0
lia 0.1

 

42 eta 0 0.239 
43 iric ta  0.264 
44 
45 

irin 0.074 
 oke

uni
0.0

46 2  
47 am mmunis 
48 
49 

ipa inde
h Cyno

0.091 
0 0.083 uta

ac
 

50 on 0.305 
51 ar  0.131 6  
52 ari indeterminate

 

Important specie ts for food cate netum gnemon ( 2). 
T r toca is (edible  cassava; 4)
sp dible leaf) an Pometia pi ortant specie
c ry: Cipic o rofa x or Kasuari (Ca
unappendi atu r Tinggarong (Dendrolagus inustus). Cipic is also used for 
a ssori  (tail for bracelets), a  of Cipic). Importa
h y con cti ayu besi or In kar or Bintangur, an
(Ir, Amuw nd he stem of the an be used for bask
o ken  the  stem is use  construction and tools. 

T st port ecies in K able 4-24. 

T  4-24 e m t animals p e scoring exercises (PDM Specie  
erb

 

s of plan gory: 1). Wac or G edible leaf and fruit); 
ameh o
. (e

 Ar rpus commun
d 5). Hiber or 

 seed); 3). Papar or wild
nnata (edible fruit). Imp

. Kanar or Nephrolepis 
s of animals for food 

atego r wild pig (Sus sc
s), and Habwa o

celebensis), Kamah suarius 
cul

escce  of Cipic nd medicine (bile nt species of plant for 
eav stru on (Cirih/k tsia bijuga, Kwe d Namuk) and firewood 

a, a Hihor). T Wac tree also c etry and to make a bag 
r no and  Hiber tree d for heavy

he mo  im ant animal sp werba are listed in T

able . Th ost importan er th s Importance) in
Kw a  

No.  Kwerba Name  Indonesian Name Scientific Name 

1 m Hower / Lao-lao Kanguru tanah / lao-lao Dorcopsis hageni 
2 m Habwa  ng 

 i gelambir tunggal s 
taun-taun 

 

 
arih   bilis 

am Lorius lorry 
b 

16 b Kokarac   Melipotes sp.? 
17 b Tapen  Nuri kalung biru Geofroyus simplex 
18 b Cibihawaris  Kipasan semak hutan Rhipidura maculipectus 

kanguru poho
 

n / tinggaro Dendrolagus inustus 
3 a Auk  Katak Phrynomantis sp. 
4 b Kamah Kasuar Casuarius unappendiculatu

s 5 b Muk  Rangkong / Rhyticeros plicatu
6 b Kacii   Cenderawasih kecil Paradisaea minor 
7 b Ananih  Cenderawasih raja 

ih belah rotan
Cicinurus regius 

8 b Acit   Cenderawas Cicinurus magnificus 
9 b Koreta  Maleo kerah coklat Talegalla jobiensis 
10 
11 

b Maris  
Qimar  

Mambruk 
Elang besar 

Goura victoria 
b Aviceda subcristata 

Otidiphaps no12 b Kwanam Delimukan dewata
13 b Wera  Nuri kepala hit
14 Pawir  Kakatua jambul kuning Cacatua galerita 
15 b Pukuaher  Kuntul kerbau Egretta ibis 
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No.  Kwerba Name  Indonesian Name Scientific Name 

19 r Cidam  Buaya air tawar Crocodylus novaeguineae 
20 Ihinanih  Kuskus tanah general term for bandicoots 

es 
r lizards 

Nuri kate dada merah Micropsitta bruijnii 
25 b Hikwiraj   Melipotes sp.? 

us 

 
m for snakes 

squirrels’ 

atfish 

Babi hutan Sus scrofa x celebensis 

ber of 

m 
21 m Karah  Kuskus pohon general term for cuscus
22 r Kapahen  Soa soa general term for monito
23 b Maharipa  Cucuk lurus coklat Timeliopsis griseigula 
24 b Tampen  

26 b Haroc  Peltops gunung Peltops montanus 
27 b Kakaripinek  Cikrak peri bahu putih Malurus alboscapulat
28 b Hehep  Isap madu Australia Lichmera argentauris 
29 b Tikej  Kepodang sungu miniak Coracina tenuirostris 
30 m Asian Tikus tanah Peroryctes raffrayana
31 r Ihitun  Ular general ter
32 m Kahuk Tupai general term for ‘
33 b Cahri Nuri bayan Eclectus roratus 
34 f Nipinis  Ikan sembilan mulut besar indeterminate c
35 r Pahun  Kura kura or labi labi indeterminate turtle 
36 m Cipic  
37 r Bwecih  Kura kura or labi labi indeterminate turtle 
38 f Akunet  Ikan sembilang mulut tikus indeterminate catfish 

39  
b Mehin  Burung kumkum general term for mem

Columbidae 
a=amphibian, b=bird, f=fish, m=mammal, r=reptile 
 
Note: The spelling of local name is based on phonetics and /or spelling by local informants. 

 worthwhile looking 
into further. For example, the traditional leader in Kwerba forbade the cutting of a specific tree that 

as gong to be felled for clearing a new garden because he said it was an important place for birds 
and should be protected.   

There are still very few non-natural materials found in Kwerba, and those that are there (plastic 
plates, bowls etc) are not thrown away. The village is therefore very clean. However, our team 
brought in tinned and wrapped food items and it was immediately obvious that this led to rubbish 
being discarded without much thought (especially wrappers of sweets and tobacco around meeting 
places; tins that we had disposed of in our garbage pit would find their way out again to be played 
with). However, after we set an example to collect the rubbish and burn it, many people followed 
that. There are opportunities for awareness-raising; people seem openly receptive.  

People still have very little idea of what could possibly threaten the forest, and therefore their 
livelihoods. Very few of them have actually seen effects of forest destruction and find it hard to 
imagine. Confronting them with video films of such situations may spark their attention and 
stimulate discussions amongst themselves about how they can try and prevent such things from 
happening in their area.  

 

4.13 Points of interest 
The system of traditional leadership is still strong in Kwerba, and people follow the instructions of 
their leaders. This may be used to the advantage of conservation goals and is

w
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When discussing the uang
leaders all agreed it would b

 terima kasih (gratuity) issue at the end of our stay, the gathered marga 
e better to give the village as a whole a larger donation for a common 

good (e.g. outboard motor, generator, something for the church or school). In the same context it 
 consider ‘knowledge/information’ very important and that it would “last 

forever”, rather than the small sums of money we were giving as a token of appreciation for the 

rga 

e 

ppear promising for large-scale plantation crops such as oil 
palm.  Fertility is relatively low and most land is steep and difficult to work on. 

was stated that people

work provided. 

As we mostly worked in close proximity to the village, we have only sampled the area of one ma
(Maner). The leaders of the other marga expressed hope that their areas would also be included. 
This is an understandable, but difficult issue: doing fieldwork in these areas would complicat
logistics, as there are no permanent settlements. 

The soils and land in the region do not a
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Papasena-I  

5.1 Description 
Papasena, since 1971, is an officially recognized desa (village) under the District of Mamberamo 
Hulu (district capital is Dabra), in the new regency (Kabupaten) Sarmi. Following conflicts within
village (apparently centred on religious disputes between local protestant church associations) 
Papasena split into two villages in 1973: Papasena-I and II. Later, a third village was established, 
Papasena-III. It has no official desa 

 the 

status and was created due to another internal conflict. 

 

 

he village is the airstrip, a 500 meters long and 8 meters wide grassy area8, which 
ntre), 

s 
n 

 

rees, 
ns are in clusters, at a further distance from the village.  The water in 

the rivers in and around the village is usually silty, especially after heavy rain.  Still, the villagers use 
eir daily needs, including drinking water, as rainwater collection is not sufficient.  

5.2 People, language, livelihoods 

 
a 

Papasena-I, II and III are located along the Daude, Beri and Oire rivers, respectively.  Relationships 
between the three villages are still strong, but conflicts concerning resource use (especially 
crocodile hunting) occur occasionally.  

Papasena-I (hereinafter usually referred to as simply ‘Papasena’) is located on the Daude River, in
the swampy lowland of the Mamberamo watershed, between the Jayawijaya Mountains and the 
Foja Mountains. Its elevation is 70 m above sea level. During the wet season, when the Daude is 
flooding, Papasena can be reached by motorised boat, even up to the centre of the village. During
the dry season, however, boats can only reach the mouth of the Daude River.  From there it takes 
a 45 minutes walk across a large swamp forest to reach Papasena.  

The centre of t
becomes muddy after rain.  All the communal buildings (church, balai desa (community ce
puskesmas (community healthcare centre), and elementary school) were built alongside the 
airstrip. The houses of the village head, the priest, the lead health worker, and some of the familie
are also located there.  The rest of the houses are scattered widely around this central airstrip, i
small groups of 3-4 houses surrounded by shrubs and small trees. This makes it difficult to obtain a 
view of the village as a whole.   

Every Tuesday and Thursday morning, as well as Saturday afternoon a small market is held near 
the church, and villagers sell produce from their gardens, fresh fish and items such as sugar, 
instant noodles, cooking oil and soap.  The only available school in Papasena-I is an elementary
school, which is in very bad condition. The school has only two local teachers for dozens of 
students. Despite this situation, some schoolboys are trying to apply for civil servant positions in the 
new regency in Sarmi. The village has a small puskesmas and three medical workers but 
medicines are in short supply.  

Some abandoned/former gardens are situated close to the houses, still supporting banana t
but most of the active garde

this water for all th
No rocks or stones can be found in the vicinity of the village.  The only rocks we saw belonged to 
Kleopas Kaitaku (one of the elders of the village) who brought them from the Foja Mountains for 
bakar batu (stones used for cooking).  

The population of 377 persons is divided over 80 households.  (Sometimes there are two 
households living in one house.)  There are five main suku9 in the village: suku Wardargo with as 
main marga the Dude I, suku Kwaketai, with as main marga the Dude II, suku Batero with the
Kawena as main marga, suku Kawita, with the Khu as main marga, and at last the suku Pokhourt
with the Ewey as main marga, and also the main landowner of Papasena-I. Though Papasena 

                                                      
8 The grass was reportedly imported from Australia, due to the lack of a locally available short grass species, when the airstrip 
was built in 1963. 
9 We had some difficulty clearly identifying the differences between suku and marga. In Indonesian, suku means ethnic group 
or tribe, it is obviously a lineage group or a clan in its anthropologic meaning, marga would mean family, according to the 
patronym. 
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people speak one main language ‘Papsena’, o
Mountains and speaks a slightly different lang

ne clan (the Kawena) originates from the Foja 
uage than the others, who all originate from Sikari.  

 

ok, net, poison, 
etc. Different varieties of fish (ikan), e.g., ikan sembilang (catfish), ikan mas (Cyprinus carpio) and 

me 
 

to the village.  According to them, the bladders are exported to Hong Kong for medicine.  
Crocodiles (both Crocodylus novaeguineae and C. porosus ) are an important source of protein 

e. Life juveniles and skins are sold to ranching and/or trading 
ayapura). Traded skins are subject to minimum and maximum 

se of conflicts between the different villages along this part of 

II because of 
eir proximity to the main river. Each clan has owne efined by 

s land al along 
gorta own land along Daude R se territories is free for 

s constrained by 
rop gardens) 

unt everywhere they wa s far as they recognize 
do not go to the sacred and taboo places in st. When dealing with 

ial purposes, land rights are a more sensitive e requiring clear 
d. 

na people may be divided into two main g oups based on their origin, 
history. From the Foja Mountains, the K na came and settled in the 

ea near the Mamberamo River, to escape the attacks (all dly from the Ures clan of 
rom the Ari river, the second group (the Khu clan) came same swampy area. 

2 (according to village informants), a significant portion of the village was 
paratist (Free Papua Organizati ) leader, in his retreat to the Papua New 

 surviving villagers arrived in PNG and 
ed betw  the governments of 

m to return to their villages. But the impact of this upheaval was  
and many members of the village di were born in PNG during  

gration was common in the Mamberamo ng to a host of reasons, 
isasters (floods), and evange zation disagreements. 

In Papasena, the staple food is sago starch (cultivated and wild), bananas, sweet potatoes, 
cassava and some green vegetables. Sago grows best in swampy areas and four or five bags full 
of sago can be extracted from one tree, and feed a family for several months. Apart from these 
planted crops, people in Papasena rely on forest products; fruits, leaves and a variety of game 
(kangaroo, cuscus, rat, bird, wild pig, cassowary, etc.), because forest is still very close to the 
village, and in very good condition.  

Little animal husbandry is seen, only some chickens, pigs and two cassowaries roam freely around
the village. Because of the landscape and the proximity of the Mamberamo River, fishing plays an 
important role in Papasena livelihood. Several techniques are used for fishing: ho

ikan mujair (Oreochromis mossambicus) are caught in the Mamberamo and its tributaries.  So
villagers collect pelampung ikan (the swim bladders of ikan sembilang) which are sold to collectors
coming 

and animal fat, as well as cash incom
companies (e.g. CV Bintang Mas in J
size-limits.  

In Papasena, land tenure is not only applied to forest land, but also for the rivers and the 
management of wildlife. Each part of the territory is ’owned’ by a group, or suku, but subsistence 
activities (gardening, fishing or hunting for food) are allowed for everyone, anywhere without 
restriction. But all commercial activities (trading) must be agreed by the landowner. Therefore, 
crocodile hunting remains a major cau
the Mamberamo River (Papasena-I, II and III), with each village arguing that it has exclusive rights 
on this activity, Papasena-I because of its traditional land rights and Papasena II and I
th rship over part of the land, often d

ong Beri River, the Werego own land 
iver. Access to the

rivers. For example, the Kwaketai tribe own
Oire River and the Po
everybody, but land rights are kept by some of the m ps.  Sago planting i
land rights, but there are no precise rules for the other kind of gardens (mixed c

ain grou

according to the villagers. People can also h nt a
landowner’s rights, and the fore
extraction for commerc
authorization beforehan

 issu

5.3 History  
As indicated above, Papase

 them with their own 
r

each of awe
swampy ar ege
Jayapura). F  to the 

More recently in 198
forced to follow a se on
Guinea border. After a journey lasting several months, the

10 years or more. An agreement signmany settled there for een
Indonesia and PNG allowed the

communities, important for local 
is period. Until recently, mi

ed or 
th , owi

liincluding war, internal conflicts, natural d
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5.4 Perceptions about outsiders 
le’s first contacts with outsiders were those with missionaries, when villagers were 

sked or chose to settle close to the new airstrip. A mission was established at Papasena in 1961.  
esi came to temporarily settle along the Mamberamo to 

lted in a major decrease in the odile population, and local 
eir trust had been abused; they did not receive an hare in the benefits from 

is activity and lost a major source of income themselves. This led to an attitude of suspicion 
 this feeling: 

 had made some promises about the development of the Mamberamo, and 
ese promises were kept. Inventories wer de about their resources, 
 made about sharing territory amongst th ferent marga to take care 

onsible of each part of the territory, and this precipitate nflicts.  

servation International were well recei , mostly because of 
f socialization of CI’s activities and plan ncluding the MLA activity 

sena community, like most local communities, aspires to ‘d pment’ (pembangunan), 
cal condition. In local terms this is efined as buildi school, providing access 
 obtaining improved transport to and from their vill . They often emphasize the 

 education for their children.  The Table 5-1 lists answe om Papasena villagers 
orities for the future, their perceptions of the threats to the environment and about 

d restrictions. 

 and aspirations of the villagers at the household level 

ehold Number of hou olds giving 
specific answer

Papasena peop
a
During the 1970s businessmen from Sulaw
hunt crocodiles for their skins. It resu croc
communities felt th y s
th
towards outsiders in their territory. Another bad experience with outsiders strengthened
recently, a local NGO
villagers felt that none of th e ma
and suggestions were also e dif
of and be resp d co

More recently, activities of Con ved
sincere and repeated efforts o s, i
itself.   

5.5 Aspirations and views 
The Papa evelo
to improve their lo
to health care, and

 d ng a 
age

importance of rs fr
about their pri
traditional land rules an

Table 5-1. Addressing perception
 

Questions to the head of hous seh
 

Sources of income N = 30 
What activities can be considered as a source of income for your hou hold? se
- Fishing and collecting fish swim bladders 16 
- Gardening for market 15 

14 - Hunting crocodiles 
- Hunting in the forest 6 
- Collecting sago  6 
- Day laborer 

ome
3 

- Other source of inc  (kiosk, etc.) 

 

thers 

 

4 
  
Who is often helping you?  
- Wife 13 
- Nobody 11 
- Relatives 9 
- Children or o 3 
 

cal aspirations 
 

Lo
What is your perception of your life in the past, present? 
- My life is better now 22 
- My life was better in the past 

24 
5 
5 

6 
- Do not know  2 
  

our hopes for the young generations? 
 

Y
- Have good education 
- Have better future 
- Have a job  
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- Be good people 3 
- Can become an adult 2 
- Do not know 
 

1 

 future? 

ange 

portant for the protection and maintenance 
t functions? 
od (Intsia bijuga) 10 

Damar tree (Vatica rassak) 6 
6 

tal (Dendrochnide decumana) 5 
us (Pandanus conoideus) 3 
innamomum culilawan) 2 

 

Crocodile 5 
5 

r walet (birds nest) 4 
) 3 

2 

 
t  

 
Your prediction of the village in the
- There will be (good) development 26 
-  Will not ch 4 
  
What species of plants and animals are im
of fores
- Iron wo
- Sago (Metroxylon sagu) 10 
- Kayu goro 9 
- Matoa (Pometia pinnata) 6 
- Eaglewood (Aquilaria filaria) 6 
- 
- Pohon bay 
- Daun ga
- Red-fruit pandan
- Pohon lawang (C
- Others 9 
 
- Bird of paradise 17 
- Cassowary 7 
- Others  7 
- 
- Burung nuri (parrots) 
- Pig (Sus scrofa x celebensis) 4 
- Swiftlets o
- Burung kakatua putih (Cacatua galerita
- Hornbill (Rhycticeros plicatus) 
- Big snake (python?) 2 
- None (all are free to hunt) 
 
Threats of human activities on the environmen

4 

What is disturbing the maintenance of environmental functions and uses 
- Use of poison (akar tuba, Derris elliptica) for 
fishing 
- Cutting down tree carelessly 
- Play

17 
15 

ing in small rivers 
Fishing with hooks 5 

hing fish with nets 
ng with dogs 
any activities 

Using traps 2 

3 
- Young people can work to earn money 1 

ow 1 
 

7 
- 
- Floods 5 
- Catc 3 
- Hunti
- Comp

3 
3 

- 
- Avalanches 2 
- There are no threats, or I do not know 1 
   
What are the advantages of these activities 
- Catch a lot to eat and sell 24 
- Firewood, easy to get 

- There is no advantage or I do not kn
 
Local perception of danger  
What threats/diseases can be dangerous? 
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- Sickness 28 
- Bitten by wild animals (pig, snake, crocodile, etc.) 20 
- Natural disaster (flood, earthquake and 

9 
- Avoid 7 

If you know these diseases are about to come, what will you do? 
11 
5 
4 

ow 3 
er place 2 

d cure 1 
ggi (evil spirit) 1 

he ancestor spirit (kugtarua) 1 

nd taboos 

avalanche) 16 
- Threat from suanggi (evil spirit) 11 
- Government policy (company will come, etc.) 4 
- Tribal war 1 
  
How to avoid or reduce these dangers? 
- Pray 

- Use traditional medicines 7 
- Get medicines from a doctor 5 
- Do nothing (just stay at home) 1 
- Keep the surroundings clean 1 
  

- Pray 
- Let others know 
- Be more careful 
- Do not kn
- Move to anoth
- Take medicine / fin
- Attack suan
- Listen to t
  
Restrictions a  
What are the taboos, restrictions on the use of plan other forest ts, animals and 
products? 
- There are no taboos or restrictions 15 

Going to certain places (e.q. should ask for 
permission from landowners) 8 

hild will get sick) 
- Cutting particular trees (e.g. Big tree has spirit; 

st clearing? 

- 

- Eating certain plants and animals (e.g. Do not grill 
tawes fish in a garden because its smell will attract 
pigs;  if eating crocodile meat do not cut rattan for 
arrow, otherwise your c

3 

cutting banana tree at night will disturb the 
guardian spirit of the tree, and the person will get 
sick) 2 
  
Are there special traditional rules concerning land and fore

- No 24 
- Yes 7 
 

At the final community meeting, local residents also expressed the hope that CI (or other NGO) 
would facilitate visitation by foreigners because up to now, all of their experiences with foreigners 

5.6 Participatory mapping 
The participatory mapping of land types and natural resources was one of the first activities. The 
creation of basemaps was as reported above for Kwerba, though in Papasena the basemap 

was linked in their minds to positive changes and development for them. Papasena villagers also 
expect to keep control over forest and river resources, and to get recognition from local government 
at the district and regency levels. 
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contained very few rivers: the area is a flat floodplain and tributaries are narrow and often change 
course. Few have ever been mapped.  

Four groups (1 for older men, 2 for younger men and 1 for mixed age women) worked together fo
half a day to list and draw information on the basemaps (see Table 5-2 below). The older m
very quick in completing their task and filled in symbols for lo

r 
en were 

cations at a large distance from the 
village, including high in the mountains. The women worked more slowly and mostly entered 

e 

 
d not ask them to do so, because these places were of special 

importance for them. However, after discussing this further amongst themselves, they decided to 
eep the places on the map, because it would show to any outsider where they were not supposed 

to go. In that way, nobody could argue that they did not know. 

Table 5-2. Features that people from  Papasena drew on their map 

symbols near the village. We found it necessary to prevent the men from coming to ‘help’ th
women’s group complete their map (as that would have influence the kind of information they were 
drawing on the map).  

An interesting discussion ensued when male elders began to draw the positions of ‘sacred places’.
They first protested that we shoul

k

LAND TYPES / SPECIAL FEATURES RESOURCES 
Village Crocodiles 
Former village Good fishing 
Sago garden Cassowary 

ild sago Wild pig 
Old fallow Crowned Pigeon 

Birds of Paradise 
Ground kangaroo 

W

Lake 
Mountain top 
Hunting place Tree kangaroo 
Sacred place  Rattan 
Swamp Damar trees 
 

All four groups first had to draw even the larger tributaries off the Mamberamo River themselves. 
Unavoidably, due to a lack of reference features in these plains, these main tributaries appeared in 
very different places, which made the subsequent combining of the four group maps, a difficult an
time-consuming task.  

A useful first step in this combining was to ask where upstream the tributaries had a rocky bot

d 

tom, 
s opposed to the usual loamy-muddy bottoms found downstream. This indicated which tributaries 
ad been drawn too short or too long and helped in ‘lining them up’, in a relative sense. As the 

ndicate a rough transition 

ent proce s, with two team members and a varying f 
mbers (d f the area) sitting on r, c

hecking the relative po are up in the moun do
e plains’. Community mem emap was slightly too sm  no
clude the whole area t  

t the same time this wa it was le mu
members to agree amongst s, as there appeared to be two distinct logat (dialects) of the 

ge in  ing village elders to attend the 

                    

a
h
foothills of the mountains were visible on the satellite image, we could i
line from the floodplain and adjust the rivers accordingly.10

This adjustm ss took two full day  group o
community me epending on their knowledge of part o  the floo ross-
c sitions of tributaries and ‘whether they tains’ or ‘ wn in 
th bers also noted that the bas all in the rth to 
in hey consider theirs.  

A s an opportunity to check the spelling of names (
themselve

ft to com nity 

Papasena langua use. This necessitated invit discussion. 

                                  
10 To avoid this problem in 

e most knowledgeable pe
the r basemap as a first step, to  a g
op al others. This agreed bas then

e basis for mapping the reso s ese results can then be m om
afterwards. 

 futu
le f

e, it might help to  create a more detailed 
m the village, and then check it with seve

gether with
emap ca

roup of 
 provide th

th
ro

urce
r

 and results from different teams,  and  th
n 

ore easily c bined 
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A group of four  young m om
acation) presented the to the final ma irst
ketches of all the symb e

the time the amed and agree oup
rtists spent four days f inal maps for 

information that other comm embers had indicated.  

Again, we made sure not to talk about the sensitive issues of ‘ownership’ or ‘territory’. The 
Papasena community considers the map as their own product and they are very proud of it (Figure 
5-1). Villagers suggested they would use it as a base for the resolution of potential conflict with 
other villages on land use. We have plasticized the original and CI will return it to the village, 
together with other results from our activity. The community gave permission for CI and CIFOR to 
each keep a copy of the map. 

 

ale students (members of the Papasena community, who were h e on 
v mselves as candidates to draw symbols on p. They f  made 
s ols needed, which we commented on before they started to draw th m on 
the map. By  basemap had all its tributaries drawn, n d, this gr  of 
a illing in the symbols, all the time checking the four orig

unity m

 

Figure 5-1. Sm
 

all sample of the community resources map, made by the people of Papasena 

 

re delineated and sampled in Papasena.  The team attempted to establish at 
least one plot in each major dryland land type.  We did not work in certain aquatic landtypes (i.e. 

 

5.7 Plot selection and distribution 
Seventeen plots we
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wetlands) such as the sungai besar (large river), sungai kecil (small river) and telaga (lake). We did 
h le young fallo a ot 
1 r lakes (plot sid  flood up 
d g the wet season.  Local resid  of these lo d named them b
reference to the nearest river lak ng (village pled a fallow (plot 13), in 
p emonstrate to the vill hat we were doing elsew ere (e.g. in the forest).  All plot 
l in Table  of the the villa
the ma Fig  5- s per able 5

 

T tion and landscape o  in Papasena 
 
Lan Plot Location Easting Northing 

owever samp ws ne r the (large) Tobera River (plot 14),  the small Baire River (pl
5) and twice nea s 11 and 12).  These two lake e plots are said to to 2 m 
urin ents led us to all cations, an y 

or e.  In the kampu ) we sam
art to d agers w h

ocations are summarised 
in river is shown in 

5-3 and the location  plots with respect to ge and 
4. ure 2. The number of plot category is given in T -

able 5-3.  Loca f the17 plots made

d type  
Primary forest 2 i River 232841 9678644 Primary forest near Rotabag
 ver 231302 9677741 
  rest near Tairi River 232939 9677562 
 7 rest between Paire and Ta Rivers 233503 9677233 
Primary 1 auga) 231673 9676036 
 4 r 

 
228761 9675879 

est 11 Lake Paugda (primary) 231332 9673623 
12 Lake Poretape preitu (primary) 231618 9673458 

3 
5 
 
 

20 
558 
61 

 

warig)
232453 9677828 

3 
5

Primary forest near Tude Ri
Primary fo
Primary fo iri 

 swamp forest Primary swamp forest (Kuak
wamp forest across Mamberamo RivePrimary

(Aidekare)
 s

L
 
akeside for

Sago forest 6 Sago swamp forest (Pariwe) 233869 967676
Garden 8 Garden near bank of Baire River  231846 967750
Young fallow <5 years 14 Young fallow near big river Tobera 232454 9677691
 15 Young fallow near small river Baire 231957 9677775
Old fallow >5 years 10 Old fallow near upstream of Tobera River (Tobera warig) 232216 96780
 13 Old fallow in the kampung (Kwarigikope) 232178 9677
 16 Old fallow near upstream of Tobera River (Tobera warig) 232341 96780
Sago garden 9 Sago garden near bank of Baire River  231862 9677449
 17 Sago garden near upstream of Tobera River (Tobera 
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Figure 5-2 Distribution Papasena  sample plots 
 

Table 5-4.  Number of plots by land category 
 
Land type Number 

of plots 
Primary forest 4 
Primary swamp forest 2 
Lakeside forest 2 
Sago forest 1 
Young fallow <5 years 2 
Old fallow >5 years 3 
Sago garden 2 
Garden 1 
Total 17 
 

5.8 Botanical summary 
Botanical collections are still being processed but an initial evaluation of dominant tree species is 
given in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5.  Initial notes on dominant trees in each sample location 
Land Type Plot -----------   Main taxa (1st, 2nd and 3rd most abundant)  ------- 
Primary forest 2 Gymnacranthera sp. Santiria laivigata Teijsmanneodendron 
  3 Antidesma sp. Aporosa  Celtis philipinensis 
  5 Horsfieldia sp.   
  7    
Primary swamp forest 1 Kleinhopia hospita Hernandia peltata  Pandanus sp. 
  4 Kleinhopia hospita Mamea (buah putih)  
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Lakeside forest  11 Barringtonia sp. Nauclea orientalis  
  12 Barringtonia sp. Nauclea orientalis  

Sago forest 6 
Metroxylon sagu 
(thorned)   

Sago garden 9 Metroxylon sagu    

  17 Metroxylon sagu 
Metroxylon sagu 
(thorned)  

Young fallow <5 years 14 Artocarpus altilis   
  15    
Old fallow >5 years 10    
  13 Artocarpus altilis   
  16    
Garden  8    

 

The plot-based plant collections focus on trees >10 cm diameter using a variable area method, and 
of various non-trees (herbs, lianas, etc.) in the 5m by 40m transects (see Methods in brief).  The 
most common seedlings, saplings, shrubs and large monocot species are only noted as part of the 
site description.  The initial counts of species recorded in each plot are provided in Table 5-6.  The 
richest plots for trees are both primary forest plots (7 and 5) with 33 and 28 species, respectively.  
The richest plots for non-trees (herbs plus lianas, etc.) were plots 2 and again 5, in primary forest 
(65 and 61 species each).  The (seasonally flooded) riparian plots have a very species-poor 
understory.  An initial evaluation of richness suggests that many of these forest sites reach a similar 
degree of richness to other species rich tropical forest elsewhere (Table 5-6) 

Table 5-6.  Total numbers species recorded in each sample 
----------------------- Number of species --------------------------

Land type Plot Richness* N trees 
(planted) Trees Non-

trees Seedling Monocots Sapling Shrubs

Primary forest 2 0.77 40 17 65 3 2 4 2 
 3 0.87 40 25 49 1 2 1  
 5 0.90 40 28 61 3 2 2 1 
 7 0.95 40 33 50 1 1 1  

Primary swamp forest 1 0.79 39 18 29 2  2  
 4 0.65 35 10 28 1  2  

Lakeside forest  11 0.44 40 5 8 1  1  
 12 0.73 37 14 5 1  1  

Sago forest 6 0.79 31 15 24 1 2   

Young fallow <5 years 14 0.81 17 10 43  1 2  

 15 4.46 2 22 38 1 1 5  

Old fallow >5 years 10 0.70 40 13 46 1 1 1  

 13 0.81 13 (2) 8 33  2 1 1 

 16 0.50 37 6 54 1 1 1  

Sago garden 9 0.95 10 (6) 9 27 1 1 1  
 17 0.27 13 (4) 2 43  2   

Garden 8 na 1 1 34 6 2   
 *Richness (trees) = Log10 sp/log10 count 
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Breaking down the non-tree species into specific life-forms shows a relatively high richness of non-
woody climbers and of herbs in all but the riverine sites (Table 5-7). 

Table 5-7.  Total numbers of non-trees-taxa recorded in each sample by life-form 
Species number per plot 
   Primary forest      PSF SF G    YF    OF      SG    LSF Life form Code 
2 3 5 7 1 4 6 8 14 15 10 13 16 9 17 11 12 

Climber (non woody liana) L 19 14 24 31 9 12 12 10 17 15 24 14 21 8 20 2 1 
Liana (woody climber) WL 11 7 9 5 6 4   1 1 1  6  1 2 2 
Palms (trees palms) PI/TPI 5 1 3               
Pandanus/tree pandanus Pa/TPA 1  1 1 1 1 1    2  2 1    
Ferns/trees fern F/TF 7 6 4  2 2 2 5 7 3 2 4 5 3 6 1 1 
Epiphytic ferns EF 3 2 1 2 2 4 1    1       
Other herbs H 16 15 14 9 2 2 6 19 17 18 15 15 19 14 15 3 1 
Climber ferns CF 3 4 3 1 2 1 1  1 1   1  1   
Epiphytes E   2 1 5 2 1    1   1    
PSF = Primary swamp forest; SF = Sago forest; G = Garden; YF = Young fallow <5 years; OF = Old fallow >5 years; SG = 
Sago garden; LSF = Lake side forest 

5.9 Forest structure 
A summary of some key structural characteristics of the forest tree communities is provided in 
Table 5-8.  The largest diameter stems are found in wetter forest areas.  The tallest trees occur in 
primary forest where the furcation index (a measure of branching) is relatively low. High furcation is 
expected in systems where trees re-sprout after breakage, though the pattern is not entirely 
consistent, suggesting patchy patterns of natural disturbance even in the primary systems. 

Table 5-8.  Forest structural characteristics  

Land type Plot Number 
trees 

Mean 
diameter 
(cm) 

Max 
diameter 
(cm) 

Mean Ht 
(m) 

Max Ht 
(m) 

Mean F 
index 

Std Dev  
F index 

Primary forest 2 40 21.10 50 25.25 50 12.88 16.72 
  3 40 20.76 45 24.63 45 13.13 16.90 
  5 40 22.02 62 19.15 35 9.75 15.77 
  7 40 21.92 65 19.93 45 11.13 18.03 
Primary swamp forest 1 39 27.69 81.50 21.15 45 27.69 28.51 
  4 35 33.97 72 19.20 35 46.69 43.03 
Lakeside forest 11 40 20.94 60 7.88 14 61.48 45.09 
  12 37 32.58 77 14.11 32 36.86 40.77 
Sago forest 6 31 25.48 48.50 17.74 33 7.42 20.33 
Young fallow <5 
years 14 17 16.69 33 7.85 12 33.88 38.15 
  15 2 22.60 23.80 10.50 17 45 63.64 
Old fallow >5 years 10 40 16.64 41.40 13.13 25 26.43 37.51 
  13 13 19.66 31 9.92 16 14.62 35.73 
  16 37 18.81 36.50 11.32 16 62.62 45.09 
Sago garden 9 10 25.70 35 7.65 12 16 26.75 
  17 13 39.28 60 13.46 21 4.62 16.64 
Garden 8 1 (40) (40) (10) (10) (100) - 
 

These structural patterns are examined more closely in Figure 5-3 where the Y-axis has been 
rescaled with respect to the highest value for each statistic. 
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Figure 5-3.  A relative values overview of structural parameters amongst the plots (plot 8 omitted) 
 

5.10 Ethnobotany 
People’s lives are intimately associated with the many wild plants that are found in their area.  Most 
people live in their traditional panggung houses made of round wood and other plant parts, such as 
the trunks and leaves of palms for the floor (nibung) and roofs.  They use wooden spoons and forks 
and many different types of leaves for wrapping food. They make baskets from leaves of nibung (?) 
or string bags from Gnetum gnemon bark.  

Extraction of sago is done directly where the sago tree has been cut down.  Water from the swamp 
or river is used to wash the starch out of the shredded sago trunk. The whole process of harvesting 
sago (one of the main staple foods) involves mostly natural implements, from cutting down a sago 
tree to storing the extracted sago in houses.  Except for the parang (=bush knife) and metal part of 
the ‘shredder’ tool (an adze tipped in metal, typically a cross-section of small-gauge pipe), all other 
things used sago processing come from the sago tree itself and the leaf sheath of the nibung (?) 
palm (used for containers).   

Local people have a broad knowledge of what plants attract and/or are eaten by animals, and they 
use such plants (especially fruiting trees) as indicators for promising hunting places.  Many people 
stated that they prefer to use manufactured medicines. Nevertheless, they still recognize many 
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plants as medicinal, especially non-tree species.  Sometimes different species can be used for the 
same medicinal usage.   

Given this rich local knowledge it should not come as a surprise that a high proportion of all the 
species encountered in the survey have some recognized use or value.  We see in Table 5-9 that 
the number of uses found amongst plants reaches over 40% of the non-tree species richness and 
over 80% of tree richness on average.  This appears to hold roughly true even in the richer forest 
sites: uses increase with richness (Figure 5-4).  

Table 5-9.  Number and percentage of useful/valued tree and non-tree species per plot by land type.  
Note one species can have more than one use  

 
  ----------Non-trees--------- ----------Trees--------- 

Land type Plot 
Number of 
species 

Number of 
useful 
species % useful 

Number of 
species 

Number of 
useful 
species % useful 

Primary forest 2 65 23 35.38 17 17 100.00 
  3 61 31 50.82 25 23 92.00 
  5 50 13 26.00 28 28 100.00 
  7 49 13 26.53 33 24 72.73 
Primary swamp forest 1 29 10 34.48 18 15 83.33 
  4 28 18 64.29 10 10 100.00 
Lakeside forest 11 8 8 100.00 5 3 60.00 
  12 5 3 60.00 14 3 21.43 
Sago forest 6 24 5 20.83 15 11 73.33 
Young fallow <5 years 14 43 12 27.91 10 10 100.00 
  15 38 12 31.58 2 2 100.00 
Old fallow >5 years 10 46 28 60.87 13 11 84.62 
  13 33 17 51.52 8 8 100.00 
  16 54 18 33.33 22 19 86.36 
Sago garden 9 27 15 55.56 9 5 55.56 
  17 43 24 55.81 6 5 83.33 
Garden 8 34 20 58.82 1 0 0.00 

Average    42.39   82.20 

Total Records11 17       
 

                                                      
11 We cannot present ‘total number of species’ for the 17 plots before we have botanical identifications, nor can we add them, 
as we do not yet know fore sure how many species were shared between plots. 
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Figure 5-4.  shows that the per plot total number of species recorded as useful/valuable 
increases with species richness, both for trees (top chart) and non-trees (bottom chart) 
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Around 850 voucher specimens were collected from Papasena.  Combined with the species the 
botanists could directly identify in the field, we estimate we recorded some 637 non-tree species 
and 236 tree species 

How values are distributed amongst all the separate records made during this survey is 
summarized in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. 

 

 

The medicinal use value scores highest in Figure 5-5. This is an indication that people still know a 
lot about the (former) use of medicinal plants, despite the fact that they currently prefer modern 
medicines. 

Figure 5-6.  % useful species per value class by records for trees 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5.  % useful species per value class by records for non-trees 
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Not surprisingly, most of the records of valued trees (Figure 5-6) relate to their use in heavy 
construction, for firewood and hunting place. The high ‘hunting place’ score derives from the fact 
that fruiting trees attract animals. 

 
Table 5-10. Distribution of useful (non-tree) plants per plot by value-class12  
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Primary forest 2 3  1  6 1 5 2  4   3 7 32 
 3 2  3   6 5   7 2 1 4 4 34 
 5 2  2 1 2  2  1 5  2 1 1 19 
 7 3  1   1 2   6   1 2 16 
Primary swamp forest 1 1  2   1    4   1 1 10 
 4 3  2   3    6   3 2 19 
Lakeside forest 11 1  2   1 4   1     9 
 12 1         2     3 
Sago forest 6 1  1   1    2  1  1 7 
Young fallow <5 years 14 1  7    3   3   4 1 19 
 15 3  3   1  1  5   1 1 15 
Old fallow >5 years 10 4 3 3  2 2 4   9   3 5 35 
 13 3  7    2   8 1  1 2 24 
 16 6  3    3   4    3 19 
Sago garden 9 3  5   1 3   2    2 16 
 17 8  3  2  4   7   5 1 30 
Garden 8 1  14   1 3   8 1  1 1 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
12 Scores for ‘Boat construction’, and ‘Marketable items’ were zeo. 
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Table 5-11.  Distribution of useful trees plants per plot by value-class13

Land type Plot B
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Primary forest 2  1 2 3 14  1  1  1   23 
 3 2  2 3 19  9 1    1 2 39 
 5 1  20 5 25  19   1  1 3 75 
 7 2  10 3 20  5      4 44 
Primary swamp forest 1 2   2 11 1    2  1 2 21 
 4   7 3 8  1 1    2 2 24 
Lakeside forest 11   2    1  1    1 5 
 12 1  2  1 1 2  1 2   1 11 
Sago forest 6 2  7 2 6        1 18 
Young fallow <5 years 14 2  6 1 7  3   3   1 23 
 15    1 1        1 3 
Old fallow >5 years 10 2 1 4  4  6  2 1   5 25 
 13   3 7 2     3    15 
 16 2  14  14  11  1 3   12 57 
Sago garden 9   2 2 4  1     1  10 
 17 1  1 2 5  2   2   4 17 
 
 

5.11 Soil characteristics  
The soil research documented here is to clarify and summarize information that might facilitate, or 
be relevant to, the future development and management of the region.  
   
We endeavoured to survey the characteristics of local soil for all landscape types surrounding the 
village. These land types were primary forest, primary swamp forest, garden, fallow, lakeside forest, 
sago forest and sago garden (see Table 5-4). 
    
 
As parent material we found that sedimentary rocks were found to dominate.  We observed that 
sandstone and siltstone are the primary bedrock types in the region, through direct auguring and 
examining rock faces along riverbanks.  People told us about the occurrence of coal and limestone 
in specific locations, but these were far from the village and we did not have the time to go and 
verify their statements. 
 

Soil Description 

We observed soils of all field samples and found that each land type has specific characteristics 
reflecting soil formation process.  Primary forest and swamp forest showed a relatively wide range 
of pH e.g. 4.8 – 7.5, and these values represent the lowest and highest value of all sites (Table 5-
13).  All land types reveal poor drainage influenced by relative flat terrain and fine soil texture.  No 
red color was observed among any of the soils indicating that the rate of soil drainage is quite slow. 

 
                                                      
13 Scores for ‘Future’, ‘Marketable items’ and ‘Ornamental/ritual’ were zero.  There are no trees in the sample of garden. 
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Table 5-12.  Soil description by land types (field observation only) 
Land types Soil description 
Primary 
forest  

depth >100 cm; color dark brown, yellowish brown, dark grayish brown, light 
brown, brownish yellow, gray, dark gray and light gray; texture silty clay loam, silty 
loam, clayey loam and sandy clay loam; structure angular blocky; consistency 
friable, strong, very strong; roots depth 35-60 cm; drainage impeded; water table 
35>100 cm; pH 4.8-7.5; order Inceptisols and Ultisols. 

Garden  depth 80 cm; color dark grayish brown, light brownish gray, light brown, light 
yellowish brown; texture silty clay loam, silty loam, clayey loam; structure angular 
blocky; consistency friable, strong, very strong; roots depth 60 cm; drainage quite 
impeded; water table 65 cm; pH 5.5; order Ultisols. 

Old fallow  depth 80 cm; color dark yellowish brown, dark yellow, gray; texture silty loam, 
clayey loam and loam; structure angular blocky; consistency friable, strong, very 
strong; roots depth 53-60 cm; drainage quite impeded; water table 60-65 cm; pH 
5.3-5.7; order Inceptisols. 

Primary 
swamp 
forest  

depth >1m; color dark brown, dark gray, gray, black; texture silty loam and silty clay 
loam; structure -; consistency -; roots depth -; drainage very impeded; water table 
45 cm; pH 7.5; order Inceptisols. 
 

Lakeside 
forest  

depth 80 cm; color dark brown, light brown, gray, black; texture silty loam, clayey 
loam, loam, silty clay loam, sandy loam and sandy clay loam; structure angular 
blocky; consistency strong; roots depth 40 cm; drainage quite impeded-impeded; 
water table >80 cm; pH 5.5-5.7; order Entisols and Inceptisols. 

Sago forest  depth 80 cm; color dark grayish brown, greenish gray, dark brown, brown, gray; 
texture clayey loam, silty loam, silty clay loam; structure -; consistency -; roots 
depth -; drainage very impeded; water table 0 cm; pH 5.5 - 6; order Entisols and 
Inceptisols. 

Sago 
garden  

depth 1 m; color dark brown, gray and dark gray; texture loam, clayey loam, silty 
loam, silty clay loam; structure -; consistency -; roots depth -; drainage quite 
impeded; water table; pH 5.5; order Entisols and Inceptisols. 

Soil Classification 

Three soil orders were encountered (Table 5-13).  Inceptisols were by far the most prevalent being 
recorded at 12 sites, Ultisols, the most infertile type, were next occurring at three sites, while 
Entisols were observed at two sites.   

Table 5-13.  Description of soil types per land type and their visible characteristics  
Soil 
types Location  Description of visible characteristics 

Primary forest:  
plot 7 and 3  

Soil depth 80 cm; color brown, yellow, 
gray; drainage quite impeded. 

Fallow (>< 5 yrs):  
plot 10, 13, 14 and 16  

Soil depth 80 cm; color yellowish brown 
and gray; drainage quite impeded. 

Lakeside forest:  
plot 11 

Soil depth 80 cm; color brown, gray and 
black; drainage quite impeded to 
impeded. 

Primary swamp forest and Sago forest: 
plot 1, 4 and 6 

Soil depth 1 m; color black, brown, gray; 
drainage impeded to very impeded. 

Inceptisol 

Sago garden:   
plot 9 

Soil depth 1 m; color dark brown, gray 
and dark gray; drainage quite impeded. 

Entisol Lakeside forest and Sago garden:   
plot 12 and 17  

Soil depth 1 m; color black, brown, gray; 
drainage quite impeded to very impeded. 

Primary forest:  
plot 2, 5 and 15  

Soil depth 1 m; color brown, yellow, gray; 
drainage quite impeded to impeded. 

Ultisol 

Garden:  
plot 8 

Soil depth 80 cm; color brown and gray; 
drainage quite impeded. 
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Fertility 

The soils we encountered were diverse, but their fertility was mostly low (Table 5-14).  This is 
mainly due to  limited cation exchange capacity (CEC), low potashium and phosphorus content.  
The poor CEC of these soils tends to let rainwater leach the ’macro’ nutrients.  Low potashium and 
phosphorus limit plant growth and productivity.   
 
Table 5-14.  Soil chemical characteristics from the sample sites (0-20 cm) and fertility class 
Plot No. C 

(%) 
P2O5

(ppm) 
K2O 

(ppm) 
CEC 

me/100g
Base Saturation

(%) 
Fertility Class Limiting Factor 

1 2.32    12 156.1 22.81 100 low CEC, P2O5, K2O, 
2 1.84 2.5 116.4 13.24 58 low CEC, P2O5, K2O, C
3 3.47 1.6 146.7 22.64 50 low P2O5, K2O, 
4 1.51     32 87.1 9.16 100 low CEC, K2O, C 
5 3.76 4.4 172.3 18.94 60 low P2O5, K2O 
6   31.32     30.4   221.4 53.88 21 low Base sat., K2O 
7 2.84 8.9 116.8 16.86 57 low CEC, P2O5, K2O 
8 1.60    39 137.8 17.45 84 low K2O, C 
9 3.82    15.4 104.6 22.77 67 low P2O5, K2O 
10 2.55 2.9 134.6 20.21 58 low P2O5, K2O 
11 3.10 6.2 136.4 26.34 80 medium P2O5, K2O 
12 2.81    34 149.8 27.05 86 medium K2O 
13 2.12    10.7 90.2 18.33 66 low P2O5, K2O 
14 0.86    19 65.1 11.10 86 low CEC, P2O5, K2O, C
15 1.64 8.8 97.3 16.82 60 low CEC, P2O5, K2O, C
16 2.80 2.2 118.7 19.78 54 low P2O5, K2O 
17 5.68 5.2 102.3 29.69 55 medium P2O5, K2O 

 

The least infertile soils were found on alluvial plain sites and in swampy areas.  These soils were 
darker, richer in organic matter, and showed fewer signs of leaching.  The most limiting soils are the 
poor Inceptisols of primary forests and fallows.  Such soils are relatively common and maintaining 
vegetation cover in these sites is important as these areas have limited productive potential and are 
easily degraded.  

Land Evaluations 

People in Papasena successfully grow Metroxylon sago with success in swampy areas around the 
village or in the forest. These sago gardens are monospecific and produce the staple food in the 
village. It appears that these sites are well suited to this crop.  Results of land evaluation for other 
land uses are provided in Table 5-15.   

 
Table 5-15.  Suitability classes per land type (n=17) 
 

Suitability Class for Land 
type 

Plot 
No. Cacao Candlenut Rubber Coffee Rice Pepper Peanut Coconut Oil 

palm 
Garden 8 S3 S2 S3 S3 S2 S3 N S2 S2 
Lakeside 
forest  

11,12 S3 S2, S3  S3, N S3, N S2, 
S3 

S3 N S2, S3 S2, 
S3 

Young 
fallow <5 
years 

14,15 S3 S2 S3 S3 S2 S3 N S2 S2 
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Old 
fallow >5 
years 

10,13,16 S3 S2 S3 S3 S2 S3 N S2 S2 

Primary 
forest 

2,3,5,7 S3 S3 N N S3 S3 N S3 S3 

Primary 
swamp 
forest 

1,4 S3 S3, N N N S3 S3 N S3 N 

Sago 
forest 

6 N N N N S3 N N N N 

Sago 
garden 

9,17 N N N N S3 N N N N 

 

Using the criteria of the Indonesian Department of Agriculture that refers to ‘permanent agriculture 
without fertilizers’ (Bina Program 1997), opportunities for sustained cropping for most obvious crops 
(without large-scale artificial inputs) are limited.  Most land is entirely unsuitable for crops like 
peanuts. Most gardens and old fallows appear conditionally (S2) or marginally suitable (S3) for 
growing field rice, coconuts, coffee, cocoa, candlenut, rubber and oil palm.  Primary forest and 
swampy sites are mostly unsuitable or marginally suitable for those crops.  It remains possible that 
agro-forestry or approaches employing regular inputs of fertilizer may offer some potential.  

The main limiting factors varied according to crop and the site: poor drainage, high rainfall, shallow 
soil depth and low pH (Table 5-16).  We conclude that the area is marginally suitable for sustaining 
these crops.   

Two categories of agricultural system can be described in Papasena: in the first one, people use 
slash and burn cultivation, clearing of all the trees in the plot, with long fallows of approximately 10 
years duration. The second system does not employ burning, but cuts the small trees first, then 
crops are planted. This is followed by felling of the larger remaining trees, which provide natural 
fertilizer to the garden. The second technique is a longer process. Local communities are able to 
produce the crops because crop nutrition is derived from cut vegetation, either through burning or 
allowing the dead vegetation to rot, rather than from the soil. These agriculture methods appear 
suitable for areas of low human population density. Sago is locally found wild as well as cultivated. 
However, limitations on suitable land are suggested by the strong tenure applied to such areas. 
There is considerable traditional knowledge related to how varieties adapted to the local conditions. 

Table 5-16.  Limiting factors of land suitability for sustained crop production  
in 17 sample sites based on standard criteria (see text) 
 

---------------Limiting Factors---------------------- Commodity 
Depth Drainage pH Rainfall 

Field rice shallow/1 impeded/10 low/2 - 
Oil Palm shallow/1 impeded/10 low/2 - 
Pepper shallow/1 impeded/10 low/- too high/17
Cocoa shallow/17 impeded/10 low/15 - 
Coffee shallow/1 impeded/17 low/4 - 
Coconut shallow/1 impeded/10 low/1 - 
Peanut shallow/1 impeded/10 low/2 too high/17
Rubber shallow/17 impeded/17 low/2 - 
Candlenut shallow/1 impeded/10 low/- - 

A dash (‘-‘) means that this is not a limiting factor; ‘/x’ refers to the number of plots where this is limiting.   
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Samples from the area centered on Papasena village were ‘best’ for most crops evaluated.  This 
mainly alluvial region benefits from river outflow sedimentation, has good drainage and flat 
topography.  The least suitable samples were found in the poorly drained soils around swampy 
area but this is the place where sago grows best. 

Local Perceptions 

Result of interviews with local informants about their knowledge of soil, land, and land-use practices 
illustrate an intimate dependence of communities on their land for cultivation and for many other 
values.  People cultivate their staple foods, and soil is also used to make toys for children (e.g. 
small clay spheres like marbles), sometimes for medicine and for building ovens.  Land is also used 
for burial, and can also be designated as a site for specific roles.  Such locations include those 
containing timber (timber for houses) and salt springs. These special sites often have specific rules 
associated with them. 

Perception appeared to reflect culture and experiences in utilizing land.  Local people revealed a 
very simple nomenclature and evaluation of soils (four terms to describe 17 plots, Table 5-17).    

Table 5-17.  Terminology used by ethnic people to classify soils 
  
Khu Glossary Indonesian Glossary English Glossary 
Dite Warna merah Red color 
Piake Tanah subur Fertile soil 
Kigepo Warna hitam Black color 
Kutawei Warna putih White/gray color 
 

All informants agreed that the humus-rich ’black soils’ (kigepo) are the most fertile soils, and are 
also easy to work with. Samples and community reviews show that the people generally use their 
best black soils, to cultivate any crops.  Black soils are typically used to cultivate corn, banana, 
peanut, sweet potato and cassava, while ’swampy soils’ are used to cultivate sago.  

Interviewees clarified that soil color is the principal criterion used by them to evaluate land quality, 
and suitability for cultivation.  Dark soil color is said to be an indicator of good sites.  Productive land 
is said to occur on alluvial plains and in forested areas, while very poor land is associated with 
some swamps and red-mountain soil.   

Local people use swidden systems for cultural reasons; when field productivity drops they move to 
a better site.  When land is no longer suitable for garden crops it reverts to fallow (which undergoes 
natural re-vegetation).   

The people generally prefer to cultivate in family groups.  To establish a garden, people will choose 
and prepare old fallow fields for cultivation or, if an old field is not available, they will seek suitable 
forest sites.   

5.12 Scoring exercises 
The PDM, or Pebble Distribution Method, is a scoring exercise that helps to assess the importance 
of biodiversity for local people, by asking local communities to distribute 100 counters (e.g. 
‘pebbles’ or seeds) on cards representing different landscape types, according to the importance 
these landscapes have for them. This will be done for different uses (food, medicine, construction 
etc). PDM exercises were used to assess the importance of the different types of forest. An 
exercise was also conducted on the importance of forest over different times (20 years ago, the 
present, 20 years in the future). Distance was a criterion for the evaluation of the importance of the 
landscapes according to the local communities. Importance was also assessed according to the 
different source of plants and animals and, at last, exercises were made on the importance of forest 
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products per category of use (medicinal, food, light and heavy construction, etc).  All of these are 
illustrated below. 

Land types 

Figure 5-7 represents an average of the importance of land types for all categories of use from all 
the four groups that undertook the exercise (two groups of males and two of females). Thus 
considered, the forest is, on average, the most important landscape for the local communities 
(17.5%), because it is the place were all the activities are possible and where most of the products 
are found. 

r 

A second PDM assessment was made for each of the different categories of forest that people 
distinguish. As seen in Figure 5-8, the plains forest is the most important, with a score of 34.5%. 
This is the main type of forest directly surrounding Papasena, and therefore the most important for 
all categories of use. Plains forest can be found from along side the Mamberamo River to the 
foothills of the Foja mountains and almost all resources needed for the livelihood of local 
communities are found there. In second position of importance (20.75%)  is swamp forest, 
important because people can find materials for making hunting implements, cordage, and 
materials for boat construction.  

 

Figure 5-7. Average importance of land types according to villagers in Papasena 
 

The second most important type of land for local communities is lakes (12.25%). This is because 
lakes yield products that can be sold and some of the main products for food (crocodiles and 
fishes). The lakes are also noted as good places for recreation for the young boys of the village. Fo
the future, the lakes are considered as an important reserve of food. The score for mountains is 
high (11.5%), because one group of men gave an important value to the mountain for traditional 
ornaments. The village has a score of 10%; people can find tools for hunting there, it is place for 
recreation and medicines are available there. Most likely the presence of homes there means the 
village scores highly. 
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Figure 5-8. Average importance of forest types according to villagers in Papasena  
 
An interesting point is that the mountain forest comes in third position with a score of 19%, despite 
its distance from the village. This high score is, according to the villagers, due to the fact that 
mountain areas are important for hunting and for recreation, and host a lot of beautiful birds that 
cannot be found in the plains area. Another reason would appear to be that the mountains are 
sacred for some of the residents of Papasena who emanate from them. People desiring to go into 
the mountains need approval from the Batero tribe, Kawena clan. Damar forests are important 
(14%) for medicine (from the bark of the trees), for the construction of boats (according to one 
group of men) and for making fire. They have less importance in terms of hunting activities, ropes 
and light construction. Women groups consider these forests unimportant. Old fallows are not 
considered important by anyone, because very few useful plants or animals occur.  

Relative importance of forest in the past, present, future  

The objective of the next PDM exercise was to obtain comparable information about the 
importance of forest 20 years ago, at the present and 20 years into the future. For all categories of 
use, each group considers forest as important in the past, present and future, but among these, the 
future existence of forest is valued as the most important by local communities (40.75%) (Figure 5-
9).  

26.5

32.75

40.75

20 years ago

Present

20 years in the
future

 

Figure 5-9. Average importance of forest in the past, present and future 
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The reasons for this are because their children would still be able to find food and products to sell if 
the forest still exists  It is also important that forest remains to provide a place for hunting. One 
interesting and perhaps disturbing result comes from the explanations of one of the men’s group: 
they consider that forest is important in the future because they will be able to sell its wood (land for 
money). The forest is important (32.75%) for all the groups because all villagers presently rely on it 
for food, materials, and medicines, etc. The men’s groups consider the forest is no longer important 
for tradition or ornaments, because the exercise of rituals is now rare. According to women, forest is 
currently not important for light construction because these pondok/houses are often built close to 
the river, where suitable building materials are abundant. In the past, products from the forest were 
very abundant and there was no worry about the future. This might explain that why forest was not 
considered as especially important by the four groups in the past. 

Distance and importance of land types  

According to all groups (combined), the most important category of landscape situated at a one-
hour’s distance walk from the village, is the river (17.04%). See Figure 5-10 below. 
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Figure 5-10. Average importance of land types when they are at a distance of one hour from the village            
in Papasena 

 

The river is judged important because a lot of products can be found nearby, and because boats 
are the main means of transportation. A lot of gardens are located along the river sides. Gardens 
come in second position because they are close to the village, where soil is still fertile, and where 
they can be monitored easily to guard against incursion by wild pigs. Because women more often 
work in gardens than men, gardens are positioned close to the village to enable easier access by 
women. There are other species of palm used for starch such as Caryota rhumpiana (?), which 
grows in the mountain forest, but this palm does not grow in clumps like Metroxylon. For women, 
dusun sagu14 are very important because it coincides with their main activity of sago production. 
Even if many products can be found in the forest, there is the issue of transportation, which might 
justify the lower score for forest (14.09%). At one-hour’s distance from the village, lakes are used 
for fishing only. Crocodiles are found in more distant lakes. These nearby lakes are important for 
the male group, because they conduct their main activities there. In swamps, the presence of many 
snakes makes this landscape less attractive. Old fallow and abandoned villages are considered as 
less important because of a lack of game and plants to eat and sell. 

 

                                                      
14 There seemed to be some ambiguity in the terms related to sago cultivation. One category of landuse used in 
Papasena is Dusun sagu. This included both sago forest and sago gardens. On the other hand, in bahasa 
Indonesia proper, dusun sagu means ‘sago garden or hamlet’. For this reason, we translated dusun sagu to 
include Metroxylon sagu in its wild and cultivated forms. 
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Importance of the sources of products  

Local communities in Papasena regard wild plants and animals as the most important source of 
products (see Figure 5-11). Wild plants, with a score of 26.15%, are important because they 
represent an important source of food (vegetables, fruits). In addition there are a lot of other uses 
come from wild plants (cordage, construction materials, etc.). Wild animals are considered similary 
important (25.46%) as wild plants, , because they can be sold or consumed.  

The second most important category is traded products. Domesticated/planted resources and 
bought ones score roughly the same. During market days a lot of products, animals and plants, are 
bought and sold. The score for cultivated plants and domesticated animals relates to the 
importance of gardens and the use of domesticated dogs for hunting (more than the domestication 
of pigs). 
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Figure 5-11. Average importance of sources of products according to villagers in Papasena 
 

Important species and uses 

A LUV analysis (Local User’s Value, or an index of the importance of a species) was made for 
forest species in 14 categories of use.  
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Figure 5-12. Average importance of categories of use in Papasena 

To present an example of the more detailed PDM results, we will comment on the species with the 
highest scores for each of the following categories. 

• Food from the forest. This is the most important category (11.75%) for all the groups, 
because forest is considered as the main source of food (plants and animals combined). 

 
Plants:  
Pii Auwiru (wild sago/Metroxylon sagu), had a LUV of 1.63. No surprise, as is the staple food.  
Batoo (starch from the nibung palm), with a LUV of 1.33, is the second choice after wild sago. The 
starch yield that can be extracted from this palm is lower than from wild sago.  
Awi (wild yam, Dioscorea spp), with a LUV of 0.84 can be a replacement staple food if wild sago 
cannot be found in the forest when hunting. 
 
Animals: 
Lig (wild pig/Sus scrofa x celebensis ) with a LUV of 0.98 is the most prefered animal in the forest. 
There are still a lot of wild pigs in the forest around the village. 
Tawe (tawes fish), with a LUV of 0.84, is eaten almost everyday, and can be found in all sizes of 
rivers close to the forest. 
Kuu (Cassowary/Casuarius sp.) with a LUV of 0.82, is the next prefered animal after wild pig. 
 

• Places for hunting.  This scored second highest (11.5%), because apart from meat for 
consumption, meat can be sold. 

 
Plants:  
Piwi (Canarium sp.) is a plant with fruit  that is very attractive to wild pigs and cassowaries (when 
fruiting).  People therefore consider it a good indicator of places for hunting (LUV 2.07). 
Arugkwari/Arug. These fruits are eaten by wild pigs, cuscus, kangaroo and other animals. The LUV 
of this species is 1.18.  
Iderig: Its fruits are also eaten by wild pigs, cuscus and kangaroo (LUV 0.73). 
 
Animals: 
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Karugtea is a white butterfly close to small rivers. It is said to be an indicator of an abundance of 
fish in these rivers. 
Tirai, with a LUV of 3.80 is a preferred species. 
Kataa is a small gabus fish that is found in places/indicates where crocodiles are numerous. 
 

• Last, firewood, with 7.75%, is important for cooking. 

 
Plants only: 
Tarua (red wood). This tree is often growing close to the Mamberamo river. It is the firewood 
villagers often like to take to the village and use in small camps alongside the Mamberamo. Its LUV 
is 1.24. 
Aruako, with a LUV of 1.16, is a preferred firewood species. 
Tabakijko (ink fruit), with a LUV of 1.13, grows close to the village and is popular for firewood. 
 
 

5.13 Points of interest 
The MLA results form an interesting input in the discussion of local communities and conservation 
issues. The following is a presentation of the most noteworthy initial results. 
 
Relation of communities to the forest: people from Papasena have a deep relationship with the 
forest. Despite frequent contacts with larger centers (some young men go to university in Jayapura; 
there are regular boats to Kasonaweja and their own district capital, Dabra −requiring a one day 
boat trip from Papasena; small airplanes also come occasionally), people still rely on the forest for 
their livelihood and are very aware of the value that this forest can have for businessmen and 
logging or mining companies. Even the forest near to the village is in good condition. For most of 
the categories of use and values, the forest remains the most significant location. Local knowledge 
and folklore regarding the forest, plants and animals is considerable. 
 
Role and perception of the Foja Mountains: Papasena is a flat area of plains and swamp 
forests, with no hills or mountains for kilometres around. Apart from the Jayawijaya Mountains, very 
far to the south from Papasena, the only mountains are the Foja range, several days walk away to 
the north. Considering the abundance of food and useful plants near the village, we did not expect 
to encounter a great abundance of knowledge on mountain vegetation, nor an important regard for 
this type of landscape. However, after the PDM exercise on the importance of land types, it 
appeared that all the groups that took part in this activity identified damar forest as having an 
important value for them. People said that there was damar forest on the slopes of the Foja 
mountains and they affirmed that they were regularly going to this area for hunting or for collecting 
resin. The people also explained that one clan from among them, the Kawena, had come from 
these mountains many years ago. Even if they do not want to return to the mountains to 
permanently settle there again, their relationship with the Foja mountains remains very strong. 
Indeed they are very concerned about outside interest in the Fojas. These mountains have a 
religious and cultural significance for (some of) the people of Papasena. Many near mythical stories 
were told to us about the different journeys of the young men of the village to this area, and their 
perception of this: a place with luxurious forest, plenty of resources, and many birds, kangaroo, 
cuscus that cannot be found in the plains. It is clear that activities including any surveys or research 
in the Foja mountains remains very sensitive for the people of Papasena. 
 
Gardens and land tenure: Even if land tenure is a sensitive issue in Papasena, some land use 
activities can be implemented without formal authorization. This is the case for non-sago gardens, 
which is interesting, considering the social meaning of gardens in Papua. For a society that is 
strongly dependent on the products of gardens, it is surprising that opening a garden seems to not 
be subject to any strong social and traditional rules. In the PDM on importance of land types, 
gardens were only listed in the 8th most important position. Even for food, gardens come only in 6th 
position, after rivers, forest, sago, lakes and even mountains. Also the source-of-products PDM 
exercise confirms that wild products are more important than domesticated ones.   
 
An explanation derives from the different categories of gardens in Papasena. Sago gardens are the 
most important source of food in this area and is subject to strict land tenure. On the other hand, 
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there are gardens with mixed crops (sweet potato, cassava, bananas, greens, etc.) which can only 
be grown in drier sites for which there is little competition, and which are not considered a crucial 
source of food. Another important place to look for food is the river, as fishing is a main activity in 
Papasena. Sago does not need a lot of work to grow, and people are going almost every day to the 
river for fishing.  
 
Soil condition and suitability for plantations: soil analyses suggest the area is unsuited to large 
scale plantation crops (oil palm, etc.). 
 
Forest in the future: Asked to assess the importance of forest in 20 or 30 years from now, one of 
the groups (men) scored the forest high, explaining that they would be able to sell it for a good price 
in the future. The same group still argued that the forest was needed in the future to supply food 
and wood for the next generations. 
 
Participatory mapping: Even if they were a little bit suspicious at the beginning, the villagers 
quickly adopted the idea of making a map of their territory, and became very enthusiastic.  They 
saw it as a way to formalize their presence in and rights on this territory,  despite the fact that they 
knew that this map would not have any legal validity and could not be considered for any official 
assessment of the borders of the territory. Nevertheless, they had two large expectations: 1) Using 
it as a basis for discussing land conflicts with other villages around (Papasena-II, Kwerba); and 2) 
using it to emphasize their rights over their resources to any outsider who would come to exploit the 
surrounding natural resources. They considered that it was more useful to show where the 
resources were through this map, so that it would be common knowledge that  the Papasena-I  
people held rights over them, instead of hiding this kind of information and taking the risk that 
outsiders would exploit the resources without seeking permission. Thus, the participatory maps 
were not only a way for us, to build a common understanding over a particular area, but were 
claimed by the local community as a part of their identity. During the field trip, other villages asked 
for help in developing similar maps of their own territories. 
 
Some people in Papasena (in particular, Pak Isaskar) have seen deforested places in PNG and 
spoke with horror of them. Pak Isaskar gave an eloquent speech in one of the last meetings in 
Papasena: (in short he said) “I am so happy that CI has come here and will help us protect our 
land. I have seen islands in PNG that have already lost their forest and the people there go hungry. 
I have many grandchildren and I want them to live well in the future and be able to feed themselves 
off this beautiful forest surrounding us.”  Closer involvement with such persons in CI activities could 
be beneficial. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Training 
The training was successfully completed.  The trainees demonstrated a good understanding of the 
overall concepts, the specific technical issues, and the concerns of working together with local 
communities.  This means that CI now has local capacity it can draw upon for future activities. 

6.2 The methods 
Dialogue and consultation between communities and conservation interests can create new 
opportunities for conservation.  We must start by trying to gain a shared understanding of the key 
issues from a local perspective. This kind of collaboration is an initial step in a process of 
identifying, developing, implementing and reviewing interventions.  The starting point is to develop 
an improved understanding of local needs, perceptions, knowledge, and value systems and to 
encourage other stakeholders to share these insights.  We have developed one approach to kick-
start this process.  

To help facilitate initial understanding we believe methods like ours have considerable value.  We 
foresee their use in two ways: 1) as part of larger conservation assessments – the addition of local 
insight adds little cost, and can make surveys considerably more efficient, while also making the 
information relevant to many more stakeholders, 2) as simple approaches for consultation and 
negotiation support. 

The MLA approach is diagnostic; it doesn’t necessarily solve problems.  It does, however, help to 
identify them, as well as to clarify opportunities to address them.  By building a basis for mutual 
understanding, oversights and misunderstandings are better avoided.  Mutual understanding will 
facilitate dialogue between scientists, policy makers, forest communities, conservationists and 
others on the roles forests perform, and their future.  Such improved communication supports the 
search for workable solutions.   

The full conservation significance of local information may not be grasped in a one-off generic 
information gathering process.  Follow-up activities can help build on local information and clarify 
the wider implications of maintaining the status of a given resource or location in a changing 
landscape.  Such activities hinge on the nature of the local concerns, and their context.  In brief, the 
research and consultation process identifies key concerns and likely problems, and helps identify 
acceptable solutions based on local circumstances, local knowledge and scientific understanding.  
This should be iterative.   

It is central to the MLA approach that it is used in a flexible manner and adapted to the local 
circumstances.  The pilot Mamberamo activities in Kwerba and Papasena-I show that the MLA 
approach was generally well suited to the local conditions.  Only relatively minor adaptations were 
made; these included some refinements of questions and adjustments of use/value categories to 
better reflect local terminology and understanding.  Doubtless further refinements and 
improvements can and should be made in any future MLAs. Some of these could be suggested in 
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advance15, but a key point is that adjustments should reflect local needs—to improve 
communication and reflection of local understanding—and should therefore be largely based on 
local circumstances.  The trainees are aware of the importance to make such adjustments. 
However, this should be a team process (e.g. terminology, explanations and categories of value 
should be consistent across the various villages and field methods and therefore need to be agreed 
by all concerned).   

Surveys which integrate biodiversity information with local needs can help improve forest 
conservation planning, address the needs of local people and advance the management of tropical 
forestlands.  As we have shown, our approach not only allows us to ask what species and habitats 
occur where, but also if they matter to local stakeholders, and if so how much and why.  This 
clarifies priorities, and allows us to ask how these values are threatened and what might be 
required to maintain them.   

Feedback from the trainees showed a clear agreement on the principal ideas of the MLA approach.  
Some minor adjustments and practical ideas were suggested at different points and could be 
evaluated further.  The relative effectiveness and costs of different aspects of the MLA approach 
could be examined with respect to the overall project goals. For example, the need for technical 
expertise and follow up work is heaviest in the botanical survey work (and to a lesser degree in the 
soil work). It may be that such data are not vital to achieving local goals (e.g. communities know 
what plants matter to them without needing scientific names).  The demand for such costly data is 
driven primarily by outside scientific interest.  However, once it is agreed that such technical data 
are required, the additional costs of eliciting local views are marginal, and clearly an efficient use of 
resources.   

An important component of our vision for locally driven conservation is the synergies that might 
arise between local priorities and more conventional views of conservation.  Collaborative fieldwork 
can benefit even those primarily concerned with more classical conservation biology: during our 
work, we were faced with a rugged area of several thousand km2.  Local people helped us develop 
maps showing and naming rivers, villages, sources of sago, abandoned villages, hunting locations, 
caves, springs and other special sites and resources.  In studying this range of sites and habitats, 
local advice proved invaluable.   

We suspect that many ‘special’ sites not only have significance for local people, but also contain 
restricted habitats and species.  We know from our work in Kalimantan that such sites, especially 
those in undisturbed habitats, add more unique species (some new to science in Kalimantan, and 
perhaps in Papua though the data are not yet ready) to our overall survey than do the more typical 
sites.  Thus locating such sites, which is wholly dependent on local guidance, provides more 
effective biodiversity inventories. 

 

                                                      
15 Six specific issues seem relevant. 1) a demonstration and explanation of all the main tasks undertaken by the field team 
should be made to the village in the first week as this might help dispel suspicions 2) The investigation of capital items in the 
villages is a sensitive issue. It is certainly useful to know how many boat engines, boats, chain-saws etc. are owned in the 
villages, but the questions could be worded in a more general way rather than using a comprehensive check list which can 
highlight how little they have and perhaps inadvertently cause embarrassment. 3) More guidance is needed on the form of the 
plant reference codes and how it is shared between the various component subteams and on the datasheet and specimen 
labels (confusion about this caused some problems in the two Papua studies, though not in other recent MLAs, e.g. in 
Cameroon). 4) More care needs to be taken over the meaning and designation of new categories which are created (e.g. 
‘dusun sagu’ and ‘bahan berburu’) – care needs to be taken to define these, and to record and share and thus standardize 
these meanings. 5) The field team needs to maintain control over which field assistants they work with … having assistants 
change rapidly maybe good for collaboration, but is is not conducive to efficient field activities – a compromise is needed. 6) 
having able and confident botanical expertise greatly speeds up  field work. A knowledgeable professional botanist and at 
least two well qualified assistants (e.g. one trainee botanist and one young graduate) would be ideal in any future botany team 
(i.e. in addition to the ethnobotany team). 
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6.3 Notes and recommendations 

From CIFOR 

For outsiders (not used to working in Papua) the strong sense of land-ownership is striking.  There 
is no such thing as 'un-owned' or 'weakly owned' land.  Any plans that involved a change in land 
status will need to reflect the nature of this ownership and any neglect to do so will likely lead to 
conflict. 

Despite the apparent abundance of resources near the villages, many people regularly range far 
more widely (e.g. Foja Mountains).  Despite the large size of the village territories, every location, 
even the most distant, appears ‘known’ to someone.   

The nature of some territories is especially sensitive.  For example any emphasis on the Foja 
Mountains appears to elicit suspicion.  Any discussion or activity relating to the Foja would have to 
be conducted with considerable sensitivity. 

There is disagreement between villages on some boundary areas, which makes these areas 
sensitive.  These disputes were raised often, as they wish outsiders to be aware of their claims.   

Papasena has had 'bad experiences' with 'dishonest outsiders' in the past.  This has led to 
suspicion and distrust.  However, during the MLA exercises considerable trust and local-support 
was developed in both villages.  Such support is powerful (but fragile) and needs to be nurtured. 
The distrust in Papasena need not dissuade CI from working there; it may indeed prove to be a 
powerful force for protecting the area from outside exploitation. 

Discussions with villagers show an appreciation of the (former FAO crocodile project derived) 
controls on crocodile hunting.  They admit that it was widely unpopular at first, and seen as outside 
interference, but now they recognise the needs and value of such controls and even refer to them 
as 'adat'.  There is clearly scope (common ground) for developing such 'adat' controls for other 
resources.  

Undersized crocodiles were still occasionally killed (Papasena).  The only sanction for taking 
undersized crocodiles that was noted by the villagers was the negative peer pressure that might 
result from other villagers.  Attitudes can usefully be bolstered by information campaigns reminding 
people why such rules matter. 

Birds of Paradise were collected in Kwerba but not in Papasena.  The controls in place in 
Papasena merit closer examination.   

The communities have considerable skill and experience in taming/domesticating wild animals (e.g. 
parrots, cassowaries, even kangaroos, cuscus and crocodiles).  Many of the species collected face 
little threat at present.  However, any expansion of trade in live animals could have commercial 
interest for the communities and, if not regulated, might lead to conflict with conservation needs. 

There is a shortage of educational materials or pictures in both villages and colorful (largely 
pictorial) information would be widely appreciated, and could be a simple way to inform people 
about CI and conservation concerns.  (It may be useful to develop these with local language notes.) 

Local concerns over external threats from logging, etc, were mixed.  Few people, with some 
important exceptions, see these issues as locally relevant at present.  Awareness materials might 
help bolster people’s appreciation of these issues.   

Many people expressed considerable interest (surprise and delight) in the importance of their local 
wildlife and flora as seen globally.  For example, the knowledge that many of the birds did not occur 
outside the region was a topic some individuals continually referred to for confirmation.  This pride 
could usefully be nurtured and built upon by CI.   
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Women are not a vocal group in either village, but they must not be overlooked.  They have 
considerable knowledge and informal influence, and appear to be potentially valuable allies for 
conservation (often with a stronger sense of future needs than the men).  Any activities by CI 
should seek to include and address women as fully as possible.  This requires CI to actively seek 
female staff members to participate in village/field activities.   

Fish are a very important resource for both communities.  Exotic species are generally ranked more 
highly as preferred catches. 

Hunting appears relatively easy in both villages—there is little sign of depletion of the preferred 
species (pig and cassowary). 

No firearms are used at present, though compressed air pellet guns are used to shoot birds.   

Discussion regarding payments for assistance and hosting have to be treated with considerable 
care.  Any action can lead to a precedent, and any hint of un-equal treatment may bring complaints.  
The goal of ‘accepted fairness’ appears to require prior consultation and approval with senior 
members of the village. 

Senior Kwerba villagers requested that future payments might be made in the form of specific 
contributions to the school or the community (building, generator, books). 

Considerable data on many poorly known taxa, and taxa of recognized conservation significance, 
were collected and, after expert taxonomic review this should be the basis of future publication.  A 
comprehensive database of these results is being developed and will be shared on-line.  Such data 
support the contention of the biodiversity importance of the Mamberamo. 

Many people sell dried swim bladders (pelampung ikan) of Sembilang fish from the Ariidae family, 
which fetches a good price in the market of Dabra and an even better price in Jayapura.  The trade 
is one of the few ways people can make money aside from hunting crocodiles (some older men say 
they are no longer able to hunt crocodiles).  The fish are so easily caught that it is not uncommon 
for people to kill them only for their bladders and to throw the bodies back in the river.  A more 
sustainable harvesting system might be needed. Fish are sometimes smoked but there is little 
market as yet.  More effective modes of preservation would be worth investigating as alternative 
economic options.  

With the arrival of manufactured items such as instant noodles, cigarettes, candies, biscuits and 
detergents, the disposal of plastic wrappings has become an issue in Papasena. Local people do 
not yet realize the environmental unfriendliness of plastic and non-biodegradable rubbish is spread 
around the village. CI could work on awareness raising of this problem and introduce ways to 
handle plastic waste.  

People still use some traditional medicines from plants as well as animals, though this seems to be 
diminishing. This knowledge should be documented before it disappears. 

People in Papasena and Kwerba plant and harvest buah merah (Pandanus conoideus) as a prized 
food. The oil of the fruit is highly valued in Indonesia, more recently as a treatment for cancer. 
Options for increased production and trade may be of economic interest. 

It is a common practice in Papasena to cut down the Matoa fruit tree (Pometia pinnata) in order to 
harvest the fruit.  This practice seems wasteful. 

In the closing meeting in Papasena attended by many community members, it was mentioned 
openly that villagers preferred to deal with foreigners rather than with Indonesians.  Based on their 
experience, good developments (such as construction of an airstrip) for their village were initiated 
by foreigners, mostly missionaries.  CI can use this to achieve the conservation goals there (i.e. by 
inviting foreign scientists to work together with the local scientists). 
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Additional notes on health issues     
Effective treatments for ring-worm (fungal skin disease) would bring relief to many locals (young 
and old). 
 
Some women and men had tattoos on their faces and arms.  After cutting the pattern with a 
bamboo needle, they use battery acid to give the tattoo a bluish color.  According to them it has 
been done since long time ago and they did not find it harmful. 
 
Most women in Papasena would welcome government help with family planning.  So far, there are 
no contraception medicines or devices, nor capable medical personnel who could help them in 
preventing unwanted pregnancy. 
 
Recommendations of the CI RAP    
We support several recommendations of the CI RAP 2000 in Dabra (our comments are italicized in 
brackets), namely their suggestions to: 
 
Enhance conservation prospects in the Mamberamo River Basin by undertaking a campaign in the 
international and national community to promote the Mamberamo Basin as the last great 
wilderness frontier for Papua.  
 
Promote conservation awareness about the region through a two-pronged education program. One 
approach should be aimed at the provincial and national governments and involve development of 
curricula outlining the significance of the biodiversity, resources, and cultures of the Mamberamo 
basin. The second approach should focus at the community level and develop educational 
programs to engender local pride in the biological and cultural values of the region. This program 
should be aimed at local school children and adults. Education at the community level should also 
promote skills that will add value to existing resource extraction activities. Local communities will 
initially require technical assistance for resource evaluation, resource mapping, and skill 
assessment. (Because education is a central need in promoting conservation, emphasis should be 
given to supporting basic formal education; currently Papasena and Kwerba lack teachers and 
suitable teaching facilities.)  
 
Economic analyses of transport costs and requirements, and costs of market development and 
access should be undertaken for prospective projects in the basin. These analyses will be critical 
for promoting economically and ecologically robust projects with minimal destruction of resources 
and biodiversity.  
The population status and harvesting levels of crocodiles and other large aquatic reptiles should be 
assessed to ensure long-term sustainability of these resources.  
 
Opportunities and assistance for local scientists to undertake biological, social, and cultural studies 
in the basin should be provided.  
 
Further surveys should be undertaken in the basin to more comprehensively document the 
biodiversity values of this region and to assess the status of rare and threatened species. The 
highest priority areas for future RAPs are the Foja Wildlife Sanctuary and the Rouffaer Wildlife 
SanctuaryTP

16
PT. (But as specified in our own recommendations, any survey in the Foja mountains 

should be preceded by careful and intensive socialization and by getting formal authorization from 
the landowners). 
 
Exotic (non-native) species pose a serious threat to native forests and waterways in Papua. 
Unfortunately, these species are virtually impossible to eradicate and future conservation measures 
should include education programs for government officials and others involved in the 
transportation of introduced species to explain the need to prevent future introductions of alien 
species. The effects of introduced fish species on native fish populations in the Mamberamo River 
system should be documented and this information used as part of the education program to 
prevent further introductions into this and other aquatic systems in Papua.   
 

                                                      
P

16
P These areas appear to have been replaced in name by the Mamberamo-Foja wildlife reserve and the Mamberamo-Foja 

wildlife reserve extension. 
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Low abundance of individual species in the region dictates that the area to be protected must be 
relatively large to incorporate viable populations that will ensure long-term survival of many low-
density plant species.  
 
Fortunately, in the Dabra area the low density of trees normally harvested by commercial logging 
operations may render these forests economically unprofitable for logging unless operations 
harvest a wider than normal range of species. Initiatives to protect this region must involve the 
participation of local communities. Communities in and around Dabra have already shown a 
significant interest in and support for forest conservation suggesting that long-term conservation 
initiatives in this forest have a good chance of success.  
 
 

From the MLA trainees  

These comments are based on two short workshops convened during the third (Bogor) phase of 
the training in sample and data handling and analysis.   

Benefits from MLA activity   
Community: MLA can give an understanding about the importance of surrounding flora and fauna, 
and how to sustainably manage the natural resource.  
Government: MLA results can give overview on developing resource management policy/ MLA can 
be an entry point to have work relation with Mamberamo community.  
 
Suggestions to CI   
The MLA approach could be applied in other areas, both inside and outside of Papua;  
Continue MLA activities in other villages in the Mamberamo; 
Socialize MLA results to all stakeholders in the Mamberamo; 
Team needs to be continuously trained to establish conservation in Papua; 
MLA results should be used for developing conservation planning in Papua; 
MLA results should be applied in the study area; 
Development of MLA guideline books; 
Conservation education should start at an early age; 
CI should have a long-term view for working with Mamberamo community; 
CI should develop relationship with other conservation agency and stakeholders;  
Local land rights should be reflected in resource management planning; 
Recommend to government about conservation areas; 
Papasena land is not suitable for developing large scale plantations;  
Study area should be protected from land use conversion since it has high vegetation richness;   
Local resource maps need to be carefully socialized, to avoid conflict within the community and to 
achieve its function on sustainable resource management;  
CI should be concerned with community welfare as well as conservation activities and demonstrate 
that conservation can increase their welfare;   
CI should involve the community and their values in conservation activities;  
CI would even be more popular if it helped the Kwerba community to have its own definitive village 
territory.   
Hugo: conservation should be part of community activities instead of those of conservation 
agencies alone. 
Untung: CI could be a mediator to unite and strengthen conservation organizations in Papua (e.g. it 
will prevent such thing as road building through Cyclops conservation area). 
Raffles:  CI should involve communities in any conservation action. 
John: CI could promote the trainees to the local government. 
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